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Foreword 
This RECORD consists of papers in the general area of engineering 
economy necessary to make planning decisions. Three of the papers 
deal with methods of evaluating travel time. The fourth paper dis
cusses vehicle operating costs in relation to the improvements of 
roadway design. 

Authors Evans and Treadway develop a model for calculating travel 
time delay caused by trucks ascending grades on two-lane highways. 
The model simulates various headway distributions and traffic com
positions. A sample calculation of travel-time delays incurred by 
passenger cars and small trucks resulting from slow-moving, heavy
laden trucks 011 long steep grades is included. Curves illustrating 
travel time delays on grades for different given traffic characteristics 
and highway geometrics were derived from the delay model. 

Author Thomas attempts to estimate the value of travel-time 
savings by comparing motorists' choices between toll-road and free
road facilities in their trips to and from work. Data were collected 
by motorist interviews and test-vehicle measurements and used 
independently to estimate the value of time. The study recommends 
the use of $2. 82 per person per hour as value of h·avel-time savings 
for commuter trips of more than 10 minutes or five miles in length. 

Lisco's paper, presented as an abridgment, analyzes modal choices 
collected as part of the Chicago "Skokie Swift" Mass Transportation 
Demonstration project. Findings indicated that commuters place a 
$2. 00 value on the extra comfort afforded by tbeir own cars over that 
provided by transit. Other findings were that transit fares were 
relatively unimportant in modal choice, and the discomfort value at
tributed to walking has a significant effect on modal choice. 

Prokopy's paper is concerned with the design of a system to obtain 
the consequences of over-the-highway vehicle operation as related to 
highway design. The paper describes the process and briefly shows 
how a model can be developed from it. A major component is the 
combination of vehicle performance and traffic congestion models, 
which provides a method for evaluating effects of vehicle performance 
on traffic congestion, and vice versa. 
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Economic Analysis of Truck Climbing Lanes on 
Two-Lane Highways 
EUGENE G. EVANS and THEODORE B. TREADWAY, 

Pennsylvania Department of Highways 

A simplified model that calculates travel time delay caused by 
trucks ascending grades on two-lane highways is presented. 
The model simulates various headway distributions and traffic 
compositions. A sample calculation of travel time delays in
curred by passenger cars and small trucks resulting from slow
moving, heavy-laden trucks on long steep grades is included. 
Curves illustrating travel time delays on grades for different 
given traffic characteristics and highway geometrics were de
rived from the delay model. 

•APPROXIMATELY 90 percent of Pennsylvania's highways are two-lane and carry rel
atively low traffic volumes. These highways may have adequate future traffic capacity 
for years if truck climbing lanes would be added on the more critical grades in hilly and 
mountainous terrain where truck volumes are high and resulting delays are excessive. 

Because the highway construction backlog and current highway needs far exceed the 
operating capital available for highway improvements, it is imperative that highway ap-

e ,ropriations be allocated so as to yield the greatest possible return to the motoring pub
~ic. Such a savings to the highway user may be in the form of reduced operating costs, 
lower travel time losses, reduced accident costs, etc. 

E. H. Gardner and J. B. Chiles of the Pennsylvania Department of Highways have 
developed a "sufficiency rating by investment opportunity" technique for determining the 
optimum improvement for all sections of highway within the state system (4, 5). The 
program presently considers generalized improvements such as widening, -resurfacing, 
reconstruction, and route relocation. The program does not, however, include subpro
grams that would permit the justification by economic analyses of such geometric ele
ments as truck climbing lanes, highway interchanges, and auxiliary lanes. 

In conjunction with the sufficiency rating by investment opportunity program, the 
model contained herein has been developed to compute travel time delay caused by heavy
laden trucks on grades. The rate-of-return analysis was used to evaluate the economic 
feasibility of adding a truck climbing lane on a given grade. Variables included in the 
traffic simulation and delay model are as follows: 

1. Hourly directional traffic volumes, 
2. Percent of trucks in the traffic stream, 
3. Average composition of trucks by weight-horsepower ratio, 
4. Composite percent of grade, and 
5. Either length of grade or elevation differential (arithmetic difference between 

elevation at crest and elevation at toe of grade). 

Some of the parameters used in the traffic simulation model were obtained from pre
vious research results. Vehicular speeds, traffic composition, and truck weight-horse
power ratios were obtained from speed and loadometer studies. Other factors such as 
headway distributions and free-flowing vehicular speeds on grades were obtained from 
field measurements and observations. 

Paper sponsored by Committee on Highway Engineering Economy and presented at the 47th Annual 
Meeting. 

\c__ . 
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The validity of the "time lost" (delay) model is currently being verified by fieldmea
surements. ...A,. before-after study of a truck climbing lane has also been initiated, ,vhich 
will provide another check on the delay model and on truck climbing lane feasibility. 

OBJECTIVE 

This study was conducted to determine the economic feasibility of adding truck climb
ing lanes on two-lane highway grades in mountainous terrain. The economic analysis 
was based on the increase in travel time (delay) experienced by road users in passenger 
cars and small trucks while traveling on ascending grades in mountainous terrain. This 
delay is caused by heavy-laden trucks (trucks with a relatively high weight-horsepower 
ratio) moving up long mountainous grades at a necessarily slow rate of speed. Travel
time delay was converted into a monetary value to estimate the foasibility of construct
ing truck climbing lanes. 

Vehicle-operating costs and accident costs were not included in this analysis because 
of the difficulty in assigning accurate and realistic values to these parameters. It is to 
be hoped that a future economic analysis will include travel time delay costs, vehicle
operating costs, and accident costs in the feasibility study. 

DEVELOPMENT AND APPLICATION OF MODEL 

The truck climbing lane model has been developed for both rural and urban highways. 
Some of the basic assumptions may need to be altered, however, to accommodate high
way and environmental conditions in a specific area. Assumptions included in the model 
are as follows: 

1. Passing maneuvers are prohibited on mountainous grades. 
2. Passenger cars maintain a constant speed on the grade if they are not delayed by 

a truck. 
3. All vehicles enter the grade at a given speed and resume this speed beyond the 

crest of the grade. 
4. Length of grade = elevation differential (100) .;- percent grade. This relationship 

is accurate for small percents of grade, and in most cases grades are 10 percent or 
less. 

Traffic simulation was used to generate traffic distributions from which the econom
ics of adding climbing lanes were analyzed. This technique enables the engineer to 
synthesize intricate and sophisticated traffic problems in the office or laboratory and 
minimizes the need for conducting field studies. Simulation analyses for complex con
ditions are usually less expensive and less time-consuming than studying actual field 
systems. Now with the availability of high-speed computers, the engineer can analyze 
complex traffic characteristics and movements which may previously have been 
impractical. 

When simulating stochastic events such as traffic movements on a highway, every 
event must be explicitly defined. When variables in the simulation model are realisti
cally defined, traffic flows synonymous to field conditions are more easily obtained. 

In this study traffic was simulated for only one lane (uphill traffic) because of the as
sumption of no passing onagrade. The no-passing assumption eliminated interference 
caused by opposing streams of traffic and greatly simplified the simulation model. Be
cause of horizontal and vertical sight distance restrictions, which are prevalent on the 
vast majority of highway grades in rugged and mountainous terrain in Pennsylvania, this 
assumption was considered valid. 

rr,1,, ..... ,. ..... _...- ......... .:,1,, ..... 1,,,... ..... r1 ...... ., .... .,.T A.;,,4-._.;1 .. ,, ... 4-.; ..... -. A ..... .,. ........ 1 ................ .r1 1,,. .. .,. c ..... 1,... .... 1-.1 ........ r:1 ..._ ..... .-:1.:.r.: ..... ..:1 i... ..... v ..... 11 .......... ..., 
.._ .L.lV ..... v.1..1.J.pvo.1."'-' .1..1.'-'"'-""'"Y U.J ......... ~,.,,.&. .a.u,.1.1 .. .1.v1..1. .....,.._, I/ v.Lvpv'""' u_J 1<,,,.1...,.1,.u.1..u . .&. "-l.L\..4. .1..u.vu.1..1..1.'-'....., JJJ .&.ltt..\..,.L.L vv a.o 

used to synthesize traffic flow (9, 12). The model describes a headway distribution such 
that free-flowing and restrained- vehicles are intermixed in the traffic stream. By using 
this intermixing technique, the vehicle headway distribution realistically approximates 
headway spacings as they exist in the field. 

For low traffic volumes the Poisson headway distribution closely describes the field 
vehicular flow, whereas the shifted exponential headway distribution approximates 
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traffic flow under high volume conditions. The Schuhl distribution combines both 
free-flowing and restrained vehicles regardless of the magnitude of the traffic volume 
and is applicable when both low and high traffic volumes are encountered. 

The following nomenclature is used in describing the model: 

A : parameter describing traffic flow (9) 
B = number base of computer used -

BHPW = horsepower delivered by the engine to the clutch at wide open throttle, hp 
C = parameter describing traffic flow (9) 
E = number of trucks delayed by the lead truck 

F O = net initial force on a truck at the start of a highway section, lb 
Ft = thrust force on a truck due to engine torque, lb 
g = gravitational constant (32 ft / sec / sec) 
G = grade of highway, percent 

GVW = gross vehicle weight, lb 
H = minimum headway for restrained vehicles, sec 
K = compositional class of vehicle 
L = horizontal distance along a highway, ft 

L 1 = deceleration distance, ft 
L 2 = length of grade minus deceleration distance, ft 
L 3 = acceleration distance, ft 
L4 = 4,000 ft minus acceleration distance, ft 
M = parameter describing traffic flow (9) 

Mod bx = instruction to use only the low order or less significant half of the full 
(2x - digit) product (the remainder after dividing the product by bx the 
maximum integral number of times) 

n = number of vehicles in a queue 
N = parameter describing traffic flow (9) 
P = any random number -

Pm = the m th random number 
Pm-1 = the previous random number 

Q = portion of restrained vehicles in traffic stream, percent 
R = portion of free-flowing vehicles in traffic stream, percent 
So = truck speed upon entering a highway section, mph 
St : truck crawl speed, mph 
t = headway, sec 

tf = free-flowing headway, sec 
tr = restrained headway, sec 
T = time, sec 
V = directional traffic volume, vph 
W = minimum headway for free-flowing vehicles, sec 
X = number of digits in a normal word on the particular computer used 
Z = constant multiplier for random number generator. 

To achieve the intermixing of free-flowing and restrained vehicular headways the 
following technique was used (see Fig. 1 ): 

3 

tf = W - M [ln(l - P / R)] (1) 

where 

M 
4827.9 

y l · 021 

(2) 

(3) 
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N = 2. 659 - 0.120 ( 1X0) (4) 

A = -0. 046 - 0. 0448 (l60) (5) 

C = 
e -10.503 + 2. 829(ln V) - 0.173 (ln V)2 

_ 2 (6) 

W = 0.95 sec (7) 

H = N(C - lnQ) (8) 

R = e (A -:) (9) 

Q = 1 - R (10) 

Random numbers were generated by the power residue method (_§_): 

(11) 

Random numbers from Oto 0. 999 were obtained for use in the free-flowing and re
strained headway formulas. If the random number (P) was from Oto R-.001, the num
ber generated was used, and the free-flowing formula was used in computing the head
way. If, however, the number generated was from R to 0. 999, then (1 - P) was used, 
and the headway was determined from the restrained headway formula. 

The number of headways simulated per hour was equivalent to the hourly traffic 
volume being considered. The summation of headways (time in seconds) simulated 
for one hour should theoretically be 3600 sec. Because the sum of the headways 

100 

80 
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" .!! .., 
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] 
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0 
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~ Total headways 

~ If= 5-M Cln (1-*)J 

~ 11-nl 
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Time (seconds) 

Figure 1. Composite exponential headway distribution . 
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generated could vary considerably from 3600 sec, a tolerance of± 5 percent was speci
fied for the hourly summation of headways. If this tolerance was not met, a new hourly 
headway distribution was generated. Headway distributions were generated until the 
tolerance limit was satisfied. 

Minimum headways behind trucks on level terrain were specified at 3 sec to account 
for the length of the truck and also to account for the fact that some drivers are reluc -
tant to follow a truck closely. On ascending grades minimum headways were specified 
at 5 sec behind trucks and 3 sec behind passenger cars. The reason for specifying 
longer headways on grades was that reduced truck operating speeds occur in hilly and 
mountainous terrain (see Fig. 2). 

For example, if a truck is crawling up a grade at 10 mph (approximately 15 ft per 
sec), it will travel 75 ft in 5 sec. If the truck is 50 ft long, then the distance from the 
rear of the truck to the front bumper of the following vehicle is 25 ft. 

Another r andom number distribut ion was generated to determine the composition of 
the traffic stream. The composition consisted of passenger ca.rs (or the equivalent), 
medium trucks, big trucks, and giant trucks, and was identified as follow s (17): 

1. Passenger car-passenger car or a two-axle truck, 
2. Medium truck-3 and 4 axles, 
3. Big truck-5 or more axles, 
4. Giant truck-No one group of trucks, on the average, has these characteristics, 

but this truck class was included so that extremely heavy trucks could be accommodated if 
necessary. 

rn [iJ m nJ rn 
--.. +--1 -

13---t-- 12--l•,- 11 -j 

Minimum headway behind trucks with 3 or more a,les on 

level terrain is 3 seconds , 

IJ , : 3 Se C. 
min 

t
4 

= 3 sec. 
min 

Minimum headway behind trucks with 3 or more axles is 5 

seconds when trucks are operating at crow/ speeds on 

grodes ; whereas, minimum headway behind passenger tors is 

3 seconds when passenger cars ore delayed by slow 

moving trucks on grades . 

t' 
1min 

5 sec . 

t ' 
2min 

3 sec . 

t' 
3min 

3 eec. 

t' 
4 m ln 

5 sec. 

Figure 2. Minimum headways. 
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Operating characteristics of vehicles are largely determined by their weight-horse
power ratio. The weight-horsepower ratios associated with the above classes of vehi
cles are as follows: 

Vehicle Code 

l 
2 
3 
4 

Vehicle Type 

Passenger car 
Medi um truck 
Big truck 
Giant truck 

Weight-Horsepower Ratio 

Less than 200 
200 
300 
400 

Firey and Peterson found that it was possible to assume that all trucks weigh 50,000 
lb and to vary the truck horsepower to obtain the desired weight-horsepower ratio (3). 
The inherent errors involved by making this assumption were found to be negligible:-
The respective horsepowers for different given weight-horsepower ratios are as follows: 

Weight-Horsepower Ratio 

200 
300 
400 

Weight (lb) 

50,000 
50,000 
50,000 

Horsepower 

250 
167 
125 

A tolerance limit for trucks of ± 10 percent was specified for the generation of vehi
cle composition, and the composition was rejected until this tolerance limit was satis

fied. A flow chart depicting the genera
tion of headways and composition of vehi

R EAD INPUT 
DATA 

G£N£RAT£ 
RANDOM NUMBER, 

COMPUTE HEADWAY 

G£N£RAT£ 
RANDOM NUMBER, 

DETERMINE CLASS 
Of YEH/CL£ 

TO CLIMB 
GRAD£ 

DELAY 

REPEAT FOR 
ACH VEHICLE: 

FDR ON£ HOUR 
VOLUME 

Figure 3, Generation of headways and truck 
composition. 

cles is presented in Figure 3. Any per
centage of trucks, by class, may be 
specified in the model, but values in 10 
percent increments would often be used 
because more accurate traffic composi
tion data are not available. 

Random numbers were again generated 
by the power residue method to determine 
the composition of the traffic stream . For 
example, consider the following vehicle 
composition designation: 

90 percent-Passenger cars or pas
senger car equivalents, 

10 percent-Trucks ( 50 percent medium 
trucks and 50 percent big trucks). 

Numbers generated from 0.000 to 0.049 
would represent medium trucks; numbers 
generated from 0.050 to 0.099 would rep
resent big trucks; and numbers generated 
from 0.100 to 0.999 would represent pas
senger cars. 

The total distance analyzed was from 
the toe of the grade to 4000 ft beyond the 
crest of the grade. The inclusion of 4000 
ft beyond the ere st was to enable trucks 
to accelerate to their normal operating 
speeds. 

The time required for a passenger car 
to negotiate a grade is equal to the length 
of grade plus 4000 ft divided by the speed 
at which the grade is negotiated. The time 
required by a free-flowing truck to negotiatr 
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a grade depends on the weight
horsepower ratio of the truck, the 
approach speed at the bottom of 
the grade, and the percent of grade. 
Gear ratios may also have an ef
fect on the grade -climbing ability 
of trucks, but this factor was not 
included in the analysis because of 
the vast number of gear ratios 
made available by truck manu
facturers. Other factors that were 
neglected were climatic condition 
and elevation above sea level. 

Crawl speeds of trucks for 
specific weight-horsepower ratios 
are given in Table 1. 

The time required by a truck to 
negotiate a grade plus 4000 ft is 
equal to the sum of the following 

Vehic le Type 

Medium trucks 
BHPW = 250 
GVW/ BHPW 

Big trucks 
BHPW = 167 

200 

GVW / BHPW = 300 

Giant trucks 
BHPW = 125 
GVW / BHPW = 400 

TABLE 1 

TRUCK CRAWL SPEEDSa 

Grade, { 

4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

0
From Fi re y and Peterson @_ ). 
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Crawl Speed , mph 

37 . 0 
31.0 
26. 5 
23. 0 
21. 0 

31. 0 
24.0 
21. 0 
17. 5 
15. 5 
13 . 5 

23 . 0 
18 . 0 
15 . 5 
13. 0 
11. 5 
10 . 5 

(see Fig. 4): deceleration time+ crawl time+ acceleration time+ (4000 ft - accelera
tion distance) + normal operating speed. 

The computation of the time required for a truck to climb a grade plus 4000 ft is as 
follows: 

= (BHPW)550 _ 532 _ GVW(G) 
Fo S0 100 

Ti = (GVW){St; - S0 ) 1.467 
Fo (g ) 

= S (GVW ) (St - S0)(1.467)2 + (GVW)(St - S0 )2 (1.467 )2 

L1 F 0 (g) 2(Fo)(g) 

~ ... 
'/ 01iOI' '(/ ,.( •c• l'c• 

'( " " i~\O 

Length of grade - L1 
1.467 (st ) 

Length of grade - L1 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

+ 4000' Minu~ 
Acceleration 

Distance 

Figure 4. Distance and time increments in climbing a grade plus 4000 feet. 
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Ft = BHPW (550) 
1.467 (S0 ) 

T 
3 

= (GVW) (S 0 - St) 1.467 
Ft (g) 

St (GVW) (S0 - St) (1.467)2 + GVW (So - St )2 (1.467)2 

Ft (g) 2(Ft) (g) 

4000 - La 
1.467 (S0 ) 

The total time required for a truck to climb a grade plus 4, 000 ft is 

4 

L Ti = Tl + T 2 + T 3 + T 4 

i=l 

(17) 

(18) 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

(22) 

The "time lost" formula, which calculates delays incurred on a grade, is as follows: 

Time lost by a driver in the nth passenger car or light truck = 
(time required by the lead truck in a queue to climb grade plus 
4, 000 ft) - (time required by a passenger car or truck with 
lower weight-horsepower ratio to climb grade plus 4,000 ft) -

{(t1 + t 2 + ... + tn-ll - (5+ E(5) + 3(n - 2 - E)J} (2 .' 

The time lost formula accumulates travel time delay incurred by passenger cars 
and light trucks while climbing long mountainous grades. Deceleration characteristics 
of passenger cars and light trucks on mountainous grades were not included in the mod
el. If passenger cars and light trucks decelerate from their normal operating speed to 
the crawl speed of heavy trucks and maintain the minimum headway as specified in Fig
ure 3, the resulting delay is the same regardless of the rate of deceleration. 

By neglecting minute traffic-following characteristics of passenger cars and light 
trucks on grades, the calculation of travel time delay incurred on a grade was greatly 
simplified. A flow chart describing the accumulation of total travel delay is shown in 
Figure 5. 

The time lost formula may be considered a ''black box," as only the end product
total delay incurred by the road user-is of interest, and all intermediate minor traffic 
variations, such as headways maintained on a grade and speed variations, are taken 
care of. 

Some models that have been developed to compute travel-time delay analyze the en
tire system (headways, speed of each vehicle, passings, etc.) at periodic intervals. 
Often these intervals are as short as 10 or 20 sec, and an analysis of this magnitude 
requires a substantial amount of computer time and is an expensive and complex opera
tion. An analysis of the entire system at periodic intervals may be a necessity when 
paash~g rn~91.C'"J.Vcr e ::u""e permitted, but it ".V2.9 deemed u!!.necessary for t hi s ~.nalysi~ . 

Typical hourly delays calculated from the model for various traffic characteristics 
and geometric configurations are shown in Figures 6, 7, and 8. These delay curves 
demonstrate that the percent of trucks has only a minor effect on the resulting delay for 
grades of 6 and 8 percent and heavy traffic volumes. For high traffic volumes, near
saturation conditions have become imminent, and virtually every passenger car and 
light truck experiences delay; therefore, very little additional delay results by increas
ing the percentage of heavy trucks in the traffic stream. For traffic volumes of less 
than 50 vehicles per hour, the hourly travel time delay was found to be negligible. 
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DELAY 

DELAY TEST=O 

TOTAL DELAY= 0 

OF 

DELAY TEST= I 

T/MDEL = TIME 
FOR VEHICLE TO 
CLIMB GRADE 
PLUS 4 000 FT. 

E = NUMBER OF 
TRUCKS DELAYED 

= Q 

HEADWAY SUM= 
HEADWAY SUM PLUS 

HEADWAY OF 
PREVIOUS VEHICLE 

n n -t I 

TIME LOST= TIMDEL - !TIME FOR VEHICLE TO 
CLIMB GRADE PLUS 4000 FT. )- HEADWAY 

SUM -r 5 + 5 ( E ) -+ 3 ( o- 2 - t:) 

NO 

TOTAL DEL AY a 

TOTAL DELAY 
+TIME LOST 

CONSIDER I\IEXT 
VEHICLE IN 

TRAFFIC STREAM 

Figure 5. Calculation of travel time delay. 
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Figure 6. Hourly delay on a 3 percent grade. 
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Figure 7. Hourly delay on a 6 percent grade. 
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210 

/BO 

.. 15 

"" " 0 

" .. .. 
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>, 

~ .. 
Q 

~ 90 
:, 
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:i: 

60 

30 

500 

AssumRlions: 

30 % of Trucks Big 

70% of Trucks Medium 

1000 

Vol= 100 

1:/evatlon Differential (foe/) 

Vol= 400 

1500 

Figure 8. Hourly delay on an 8 percent grade. 

The daily travel time delay from Figures 6, 7, and 8 was converted into monetary 
values that were used to obtain annual delay costs, which are given in Table 2. 

PASSING MANEUVER CONSIDERATION 

11 

In reality, passing maneuvers are permitted over short segments of some grades 
where passing sight distance is available; therefore sample calculations were made to 
determine the magnitude of error involved in the travel time delay analysis by making 
the "no passing on a grade" assumption. In the sample calculations, an adequate pass
ing sight distance was assumed over 20 percent of the grade and at the midpoint of the 
grade. When passing is permitted at the midportion of a grade, total delay incurred by 
road users is minimized (13). 

For passing maneuversto be imminent at the midportion of a grade, a traffic queue 
must have formed behind a truck at that point. Also the opposing traffic (downhill) lane 
must be free from oncoming traffic for a safe passing maneuver to be possible. Another 
assumption was that a period of 25 sec, which is commonly termed the critical gap, was 
required for the passing maneuver. No two passenger cars were permitted to pass a 
truck simultaneously. In other words, the first passenger car must have completed the 
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TABLE 2 

DELAY COST CALCULATIONS 

Traffic Traffic Daily Annual Present Worth 
Year Volume Volume Delay Delay Delay Cost (Based 

Growth (daily) (sec)a Cost on year 0) 
Factor 

0 0. 03 3,200 88,000 $13,920 $13,900 
1 0. 03 3,300 92,700 14, 670 13, 700 
2 0. 03 3,401 97,500 15, 420 13, 500 
3 0 . 03 3,502 102, 300 16, 170 13, 300 
4 0. 03 3, 602 107,000 16, 920 13, 100 
5 0. 03 3,715 113,000 17, 870 13, 100 
6 0. 03 3, 828 119,000 18, 820 13, 000 
7 0. 03 3,941 125,000 19, 770 12,900 
8 0. 03 4,054 131,000 20, 720 12,900 
9 o. 03 4,181 138,000 21,830 12, 700 

10 0.03 4,308 145,000 22, 940 12, 500 
11 0. 03 4,435 152, 000 24,050 12,200 
12 0.03 4, 563 159, 000 25, 150 12,000 
13 0. 03 4, 707 172, 000 27,200 12,000 
14 0.03 4, 851 185,000 29, 250 12,000 
15 0. 03 4,995 198,000 31, 310 12,000 
16 0. 03 5,140 211,000 33,370 12,000 
17 0. 03 5,300 220,000 34, 510 11,600 
18 0. 03 5,460 229,000 35, 650 11,200 
19 0. 03 5,620 238,000 36,790 10,900 
20 0. 03 5,780 247 , 000 37, 930 10,500 

Total $261,000 

0 See Figure 7. 

passing maneuver before a second vehicle could attempt to pass. A final assumption 
was that a truck was not permitted to pass another vehicle on a grade because of the 
excessive time required for such a maneuver. Even a truck with a lower weight-horse
power ratio was not permitted to pass a truck operating under a higher weight-horse
power ratio in the sample calculations because of the excessive time required and the 
hazard involved. 

Using these assumptions, several hand calculations were executed to make a com
parison of the true delay as a percent of the calculated delay (delay from the time lost 
formula). It was concluded that travel time delay, as obtained from the time lost for
mula, is not decreased appreciably if passing is permitted over a small portion of a 
grade. Results from the hand calculations are shown in the form of a calibration curve 
(see Fig. 9 ): 

Traffic Volume 

100 vph (one direction) 
200 vph (one direction) 

True De lay as a Percent 
of Calculated Delay 

85 percent 
90 percent 

When traffic volumes approach 800 to 1,000 vph in both directions, passing oppor
tunities become infrequent; therefore the loss of delay under high traffic volume condi
tions is insignificant. As traffic volumes become low (less than 50 vph on the uphill 
traffic lane), the resulting delay obtained from the time lost formula becomes negligible; 
therefore the delay at low traffic volumes may justifiably be disregarded. Also, at low 
t ... ,.u;,. ""lnm<><> rli:>l<>v rli:>rri:>::1-RP<> if n::issinf>' m::1nP.11vP.rs ::irP. nP.rmitted on irrades. which - ------ · - -------, -- -- --J - · ------·--- _ ,£. _ _ _ _ , ____ _ - •• ... .... ; 

further substantiates that delay at low traffic volumes may be omitted from the overall 
delay analysis. 

VERIFICATION OF TRAFFIC SIMULATION MODEL 

To determine if the traffic simulation model properly described traffic behavior, field 
data were collected, analyzed, and compared with results obtained from the simulation 
model. The traffic headway distribution and truck speeds at the bottom of a grade were 
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Figure 9. Calibration curve for travel time delay. 

two critical elements in the economic analyses that were checked against field 
conditions. 
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The chi-square test for goodness of fit was used to determine if the theoretical traf
fic headway distribution closely approximated actual headway distributions on one lane 
of a two-lane highway. Results from the test showed that at the 99 percent level of con
fidence theoretical headways closely described headways obtained from field surveys. 

Average approach speed data (vehicle approach speed at bottom of grade) were ob
tained simultaneously with the headway data by using a 20-pen event recorder. Average 
speeds on level sections of highway prior to entering grades were approximately 50 mph 
for passenger cars and 45 mph for trucks when horizontal and vertical alignment prior 
to entering a grade was not unduly restrictive. An observation from the field study was 
that many truck drivers "make a run" for grades if highway geometrics and traffic con
ditions permit. 

The model for calculating delay incurred on a grade has been developed to accommo
date any approach speed. Approach speeds may be altered for each grade considered if 
reliable speed data are available to substantiate such changes. 

At some locations there may be speed zones or stop signs at or near the bottom of the 
grade. When these conditions exist, a much lower approach speed may have to be speci
fied in the analysis. Also, travel times required by various types of vehicles to climb 
a grade were determined from field studies. 

CALCULATION OF RATE OF RETURN 

The rate-of-return economic analysis is suggested as a measure of the feasibility of 
adding truck climbing lanes. The calculation of the rate of return for projects being 
considered is as follows: 

R.R.x - n AUCn - AUCx + AMCn - AMCx 

ccx - ccn 
(24) 
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where 

R. R.x - n = Rate of return of alternative x compared to null {existing); 
Aucn = annual user delay cost, existing route; 
Aucx = annual user delay cost, alternative x; 
AMcn = annual maintenance cost, existing route; 
AMCx = annual maintenance cost, alternative x; 

ccn = present worth, first construction cost existing route; and 
ccx = present worth, first construction cost alternative x. 

In this analysis, however, annual user delay costs for the alternative are considered 
to be zero. Also, the present worth of the existing route would be zero if no improve
ments are scheduled. If these assumptions are made and if the maintenance costs are 
not considered, the rate of return would be as follows: 

RR x-n = Aucn 
• • CCX 

(25) 

A capital recovery factor (CRF) is used to compute annual user delay cost. A 20-
year CRF factor at 7 percent interest is recommended (E_). For example: 

Percent trucks-10 
Percent grade-6 
Elevation differential-1000 ft 
Length of grade-3.16 mi 
Cost of constructing one mile of a truck climbing lane (assumed)- $150,000 
Number of years over which the delay cost is summed-20 
Total present worth delay cost (see Table 2)-$261,000 
Present worth delay cost per mile of highway-$82,000 
Interest rate-7 percent 
CRF-0.094393 
Delay cost per vehicle per hour-$1.56 
Annual road user delay cost = $82, 600 (0. 094393) 

= $ 7,800 

The rate of return is calculated as follows: 

X 7,800 
R.R. = 150,000 

= 0.051 or 5.1 percent 

Future traffic volumes were calculated by using the compound interest formula: 

where 

V f = future traffic volume, 
VI> = present traffic volume, 
gf = yearly traffic volume growth factor, and 

r1 = r1u..rnber of ye?.n ~ in f1_1tnrP. th::'lt traffir. volumP. is desired. 

For example: 

Present daily traffic volume-3200 
Traffic volume growth factor-0. 03 
Number of years in future for which traffic volume is desired-10 

(26) 
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Vf = 3200 (10 + 0.03)10 

Vf = 4308 vehicles per day 

RESULTS AND CONCLUSIONS 
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1. Truck climbing lanes were found to be economically feasible on two-lane high
ways only when traffic volumes and percentages of trucks are relatively high (greater 
than 10 percent) and grades are severe (greater than 3 percent), or when the construc
tion cost of adding a climbing lane is relatively low. 

2. Travel time delay as calculated by the time lost formula is highly conservative 
because (a) delays caused by slow-moving passenger cars on grades were not included 
in the delay analysis, and (b) crawl speeds of trucks observed in the field were normal
ly not as great as crawl speeds used in the analysis. 

3. Vehicle operating costs were not included in the analysis. Passenger-car oper
ating costs on a two-lane highway normally are lowest on a 6 to 8 percent grade when 
the operating speed is approximately 25 mph (16). Passenger cars that are delayed by 
slow-moving trucks on grades have higher operating costs because of the forced reduc
tion in operating speed. 

4. Accident costs were not included in the analysis because of the nonavailability of 
accurate accident data. If accident costs could be determined and added to the economic 
feasibility analysis, climbing lanes may be more attractive. 

5. Only the cost of adding an additional lane for uphill traffic should be included in 
the economic analyses. In some cases where wide shoulders are available, reconstruc
tion or stabilization of the shoulder may be all that is required. In most cases, how
ever, the entire width of the pavement is reconstructed or resurfaced and this cost is 
compared with delay cost in the economic analyses. The use of this total cost should 
be avoided when comparing construction cost with delay cost. 

6. Further research is needed on truck crawl speeds, delay caused by slow-moving 
passenger cars on a grade, accident costs caused by vehicles passing slow-moving 
trucks on a grade, vehicle operating costs on grades, and truck weight-horsepower 
ratios. 
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Value of Time for Commuting Motorists 
THOMAS C. THOMAS, Stanford Research Institute 

The value of travel-time savings for commuting motorists is 
estimated from the behavior of motorists in eight areas of the 
country who faced a choice between a toll road and a free road 
in their trips to and from work. The value of travel time is 
calculated from the estimated coefficients of toll and travel
time variables in route-choice models for these motorists. 
The route-choice models are nonlinear and estimated by least 
squares techniques. Data on the characteristics of the alter
nate routes were collected by both motorist interviews and test
vehicle measurements, and each was used to estimate inde
pendently the value of travel time. This study recommends the 
use of $2.82 per person per hour as the value of travel-time 
savings for commuter trips of more than ten minutes and more 
than five miles in highway economy studies. 

While the main objective of the study was to measure the 
value of travel time, the scope of the analysis included study 
of a wide variety of possible factors affecting route choice-for 
example, measures of route congestion or safety, family in
come, and sex of the motorist. In addition, special attention is 
given to a critique of both the methodology used in estimating 
the value oftravel time and the use ofthe estimates in highway 
economy studies. 

•INCREASED use of private automobiles makes economic analysis of highway improve
ment proposals an area of vital concern. Highway planners, faced with heavy demands 
for highway facilities and constrained by limitations on funds available for construction, 
are adopting the techniques of economic analysis to assist them in making better de
cisions on the expenditure of these funds . Economic analysis justifies highway im
provement projects, develops priorities for the construction of highway projects within 
a political jurisdiction, and determines features of engineering design and layout for 
projects. 

Economic analysis considers the effects of highway improvements both on the high
way agency, in terms of increased costs for construction and maintenance of improved 
highways, and on the highway users, in terms of reduction in accidents and congestion 
and savings in travel time and vehicle operating costs . To include these effects in 
economic analysis, all benefits must be stated in dollar values. 

One of the most important benefits is savings in travel time . A significant portion 
of proposed highway projects is directed toward savings in time, rather than savings 
in motor vehicle operating costs . Consequently, converting time savings from hours 
to dollars is critically important in both economic and engineering analyses of alterna
tive highway locations and designs . The factor used to make this conversion is called 
the ''value of time." 

Even though a value-of-time factor has been used for years in highway economic 
analysis, relatively little reliance can be placed on the accuracy of the values chosen. 
The most common value-$0.86 per person per hour-can be justified only in that it 

Paper sponsored by Committee on Highway Engineering Economy and presented at the 47th Annual 
Meeting. 
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represents current opinion of a logical and practical value . Research into the value of 
time has increased in recent years, but even the latest efforts are unsuccessful in de
termining values that can be used with confidence in a variety of situations. 

In view of the widespread importance of the value of time to highway planning and 
design, an extensive program of studies was undertaken. The study described herein 
represents the most recent phase of a contract research program that has been con
ducted for the U.S. Bureau of Public Roads over a period of years by Stanford Research 
Institute. In studies completed earlier, the history of the value of time was first docu
mented. This review contained not only a qualitative review of past writings, but also 
a quantitative review of the work of researchers who built models to measure the value 
of time and attempted to measure it. The problems encountered in previous studies 
vary, but in general they were caused either by inadequate theoretical specification of 
the model and its variables (such as the implied assumption that motorists have an ac
curate idea of operating costs) or by the necessity to use data already collected for 
other purposes (such as for origin-destination studies)instead of data generated specifi
cally for use in estimating the value of travel time. 

After this review, a number of theoretical analyses were undertaken in an attempt 
to develop a theory of the value of time. Several mathematical models were then con
structed, and a series of behavorial science and route-choice prediction experiments 
were accomplished. These efforts prepared the way for the present study in which we 
attempted to establish the feasibility of measuring the value of time and the value of 
traffic impedances. 

ESTIMATION OF THE VALUE OF TIME AND TRAFFIC IMPEDANCES 

Theoretical analysis, supported by experience of others, led to the following require
ments: First, because the research was focused on highway engineering economy, we 
believed that it was necessary to study choices made by highway users between alterna
tive highways. This led to a determination to study route-choice decisions. Second, 
we needed to obtain good confidence limits on the calculated values of time and imped
ance. This required that the cost differences between alternative routes be accurately 
known by the motorist, which led to the selection of toll-road compared with free-road 
route choices. Third, to minimize the loss of information that results from aggregat
ing data on different trips into groups of "average" trips, it was decided to study indi
vidual motorists, which implies a rather high-cost experiment. Fourth, we felt that we 
should study a decision situation that is important to motorists. Commute travel, 
which requires a significant expenditure for tolls or loss of travel time over a period 
of a year, satisfied this requirement. The next step in the research was to develop a 
mathematical model or estimation technique for route choice. 

Route choice is estimated as a function of a linear combination of explanatory vari
ables such as those indicating the differences between the routes in travel costs, travel 
times, and traffic impedances: 

Route choice = f (ao + a1 A cost + a2 A travel time + as A traffic impedance) 

where ao, a1, a2, as are the coefficients of the explanatory variables. The values of 
ao, a1, a2, and as are calculated to minimize the errors in estimating motorists' route 
choices . 

This function provides the basis by which motorist' route choices can be "explained" 
by the characteristics of their alternative routes and the characteristics of the motorists 
themselves. 

Next, the estimated coefficients are used to calculate the value of travel time and of traf
fic impedances. The value of travel time is defined as the ratio of a2/ a1 and the value of 
traffic impedances as as/ a1 , This definition implies that a motorist's route choice 
will not change when an increase in fl cost by one unit is offset by an a2/a1 unit de
creases in A travel time, or an as/ a1 unit decrease in A traffic impedance. Thus if A 
cost is in units of cents and A travel time is in units of minutes, a 1-cent increase in 
the cost of the road can be offset by an ad a1 -minute decrease in travel time. 
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The mathematical formulation of the functional relations between route choice and 
the linear combination of explanatory variables is based on the logit function, which can 
be expressed in the following form: 

p (x) 
ef(x) 

1 
'f (x) 

+ e 

where p (x) = the probability of taking the free road, e = the base of the natural loga
rithms, and f (x) = a function of motorists and route characteristics. 

A curve of the logit function is as follows: 

Probabili ty-p (x) 

In this curve, f (x) is plotted on the abscissa and p (x) is plotted on the ordinate and 
ranges from O to 1. The curve shows that when f (x) is large in the positive direction, 
the probability of taking the free road is close to 1, and when f (x) is large in the nega
tive direction, the probability of taking the free road is close to zero. When f (x) = 0, 
the probability of taking the free road is 0.5 or 50 percent. 

The route characteristics were used to form the xis in f (x) in four ways: as the dif
ference between routes, the difference multiplied by the magnitude of one character
istic, the ratio of the route characteristics, or the natural logarithm of the ratio of the 
route characteristics. Motorist characteristics such as income category and sex of 
driver were also included in the formulations of f (x). 

Two basic sources of data were used in the study: route measurements by a test 
vehicle and motorist interviews. The test vehicle measured the traffic flow of the 
motorist's route. This vehicle was equipped with a fifth wheel to measure velocity and 
trip distance and a control panel containing switches and buttons to record descriptive 
data on the trip, such as the cause of acceleration, deceleration, or turn, the speed 
limit, type of road, type of traffic flow, nature of roadside construction, and special 
characteristics coded to the instructions and maps that specified the trip. 

Data recording was automated to the extent that data for each second of the trip 
could be directly processed by computer. A %-inch tape recorder was used in the car, 
and the data recorded on this tape were later converted to standard computer tape. 
Recordings by the second provided a description of the alternative routes from which 
a large number of variables could be formed. The data were used to create common 
measures of route characteristics, such as travel time and distance; a number of im
pedance measures, such as number and size of speed changes; the portion of the trip 
spent at various fractions of the speed limit; and time spent at speeds less than 10 mph. 

The interviews determined the principal and alternative routes each commuter used 
in driving to and from work. They measured motorists' perceptions of the character
istics of the toll road and the free road, such as time and cost, and their reactions to 
driving in general. They also provided data on motorists' personal characteristics, 
such as family income, age, sex, and model year of the car. 

The objective in designing the questionnaire was to obtain the "richest" possible set 
of descriptors of the motorist and his route. Therefore, not only was a variety of 



Area 

Fai1hest Point-Work Location 

Saco, Me. -Kittery, Me . 
Newburyport, Mass. -Kittery, Me. 
Milfor<~ Conn. -Bridgeport, Conn. 

Norristown, Pa. -Valley Forge, Pa. 

Downingtown, Pa. -Valley Forge, Pa. 

Baltimore, Md. -Aberdeen, Md. 

Dallas, Tex. -Arlington, Tex. 

Fort Worth, Tex. -Arlington, Tex. 

TABLE 1 

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SAMPLE 

Number Question-
Employer of Route naire 

Choicesa Data 

Portsmouth Naval Shipyard 116 Yes 
Portsmouth Naval Shipyard 83 Yes 
General Electric Housewares and 98 Yes 

Wire and Cable Divisions 
General Electric Missiles and 127 Yes 

Space Center 

General Electric Missiles and 52 Yes 
Space Center 

U. S. Army Proving Grounds 102 Yes 

SiX Flags Over Texas Industrial 110 Yes 
Park 

Six Flags Over Texas Industrial 124 Yes 
Park 

Test-
Free Roads Vehicle Toll Road (Major Roads Only ) 

Data 

Yes Maine Tpk. us 1 
No N.H . Tpk. us 1 
No Conn. Tpk. us 1 

Conn. 122 
Yes Penn. Tpk . us 202 

Alt. Penn. 23 
Penn. 363 
Alt . us 422 

Yes Penn. Tpk. us 30 
Penn. 113 
Swedesford Rd. 
Penn. 23 

No J . F. K . Memorial us 40 
Tpk. I-83 

Md. 7 
1-695 

Yes Dallas-Fort us 80 
Worth Tpk . Jefferson Blvd. 

Texas 183 
Loop 12 

Yes Dallas-Fort us 80 
Worth Tpk . 1-820 

us 20 
I-35W 

Note: Jwerage characteristics of commuters in sample-No. of passengers per car, 1.6; family income level, $9,200; model year of car, about 1961; sex of driver, 90 percent male, 10 
percent Female. 

OMost, tr'lough not all, motorists provided both a morning and evening route choice. 

N 
0 
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questions included, but also two measurement techniques-line-s cale r atings and forced
choice compa r isons- were used for motor ists' perceptions of r oute char acteristics, 
such as the comparative safety of t he a lternative routes. A number of questions were 
eliminated during pretesting because of the low reliability of answers. In its final form, 
the interview took 40 to 60 minutes per commuter. 

Commuters in eight areas were chosen for the route-choice sample . The character
istics of the sample are shown in Table 1. In three of the areas, interview data only 
were collected. 

A conflict arose between the requirement to estimate the decisions of individual 
motorists and the resources needed to make test-vehicle measurements of travel time 
and traffic impedance of each motorist's alternative routes. Because both travel time 
and traffic impedance vary with the season, the day of the week, and the time of day, 
too many test-vehicle measurements on each route would be required if motorists were 
selected randomly. However, by selecting groups of commuters who work at the same 
location and have overlapping routes, it was possible to achieve major economies in the 
required number of test vehicle trips to create the physical measurements by combining 
overlapping segments of the trips. While this technique made the study feasible, it 
eliminated the possibility of a rando m sample. In all, 812 commute trips were analyzed. 

The coefficients of the route -choice models were estimated from the data using max
imum likelihood techniques. Since several hundred variables could have been formed 
from the available data, the number of variables used in any one model had to be re
stricted. It was decid.ed that route variables based on questionnaire responses and test
vehicle measurements would not be combined in one route-choice model. These two 
approaches to route measurements were considered as distinct and independent and 
were used to provide separate estimates of the value of travel time and traffic imped
ance . Within each of these two sets of route characteristics, correlations were run 
between the motorists' route choices and the route variables-singly and in combination. 
This provided an indication of the empirical importance of the route variable that was 
then matched against its theoretical importance to select a subset of variables. Motor
ist characteristics were treated the same way . From the subsets of motorist and 
route-explanatory variables, route-choice models were specified and estimated. 

Thirty-seven models were estimated that used route variables based on the test
vehicle data. The best route-choice model of the 37 models had an f (x) as follows: 

Coefficient Vari ob le 

f(x) = 9.15 -0.236 Income category of motorist-
(0.066) categories 1 to 8 

-0.105 Model year of car-'58, '59, 
'60, ... 

-1.29 Sex of driver-1 equals male 
(0.36) and 2 equals female 

+-0.0554 Toll per person-in cents 
(0.012) 

+-0.0028 Difference in travel time-in 
(0.0003) sec 

Numbers in parentheses beneath the coefficients are the standard errors of the co
efficients. This model correctly estimated route choice for individual motorists 75. 8 
percent of the time. The percentage was calculated from the estimated p (x) for each 
motorist. If p (x) turned out to be greater than 0.5 the motorist was estimated to take 
the free road, and if it was less than 0.5, the toll road. The estimates were then com
pared with the actual choices. 
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Twelve models based on route characteristics taken from interview data were esti
mated. The best route-choice model based on the five-area interview data for wMch 
test vehicle measurements were also available had an f (x) as follows: 

Coefficient Variable 

f (x) = 3.48 -0.410 Income category of motorist-
(0.089) categories l to 8 

+o.025 Model year of car-'58, '59, 
(0.033) '60, ... 

- l.12 Sex of driver- I equals male 
(0.44) and 2 equals female 

+o.0488 Toll per per.;on-in cents 
(0.014) 

+o.00522 Difference in travel time-in 
(0.00048) sec 

This model correctly estimated route choice for individual motorists 84. 5 percent of 
the time. 

The best route-choice model based on the full eight-area interview data had an f (x) 
as follows: 

f (x) = 3.86 

Coefficient 

-0.432 
(0.077) 

+o.0499 
(0.01 l) 

+o.0053 
(0.0004) 

Variable 

Income category of motorist
categori es 1 to 8 

Toll per per.;on-in cents 

Difference in travel time-in 
sec 

This model correctly estimated route choice for individual motorists 85. 6 percent of the 
time. 

Two criteria were used to select the best model in each set: 

1. The coefficients of income, toll per person, and all the route-characteristic 
variables, such as difference in travel time, had to be significant at the 95 percent con
fidence level when compared to their standard errors. 

2. The higher the percentage of correct predictions, given criterion 1, the better 
the model. 

The unique characteristic of all three best route-choice models is that none contains 
a route characteristic variable other than difference in travel time. This is despite 
the fact that models were developed with a wide variety of traffic impedance variables 
in a number of combinations. The exclusion of traffic impedance variables from the 
route-choice model can be interpreted as(a) assigning little importance to a reduction in 
traffic impedance, independent of travel time, or (b) stating that nearly all the important 
reductions in travel impedances are included in the associated reductions in travel 
time. The second interpretation assumes that the difference in travel-time variable is 
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highly correlated with the traffic-impedance variables, so that a separate coefficient 
cannot be reliably estimated. However, if this were true, the coefficient of the differ
ence in travel-time variable should change, and the ratio of its coefficient to its stan
dard error should decrease as travel-impedance variables are added to the route-choice 
model. This does not happen. Therefore, the first interpretation appears to be correct. 
According to this interpretation, a reduction in a traffic-impedance variable such as /l. 
deviation from speed limit is important only for the reduction in travel time it may 
bring. If it does not result in lower travel time, it has little or no importance to the 
motorist and does not affect route choice in a statistically significant manner. 

( 

L 

Value of Travel Time 

The value of travel time is calculated as the ratio of the coefficients of difference in 
travel time and toll per person. For the units in which the coefficients are expressed, 
the ratio must be multiplied by 36 to obtain an answer in dollars per hour. Initially, at
tention is directed at the values of time calculated from two best route-choice models 
for the five areas to facilitate comparisons. 

From the best model based on test-vehicle data, the value of travel time was esti
mated to be $1.82 per person per hour (0.0028 x 36+0.0554). The 95 percent confidence 
limits of the value of time range from $1.04 to $2.60 per person per hour. 

From the best model based on motorists' reported route characteristics covering 
the same areas as the test-vehicle data, the value of travel time was estimated to be 
$3.84 per person per hour (0.00522 x 36+0.0488). The 95 percent confidence limits of 
the value of time range from $2.82 to $4. 86 per person per hour. 

Standard errors of the calculated values provide confidence limits on their magni
tude for each model, that is, for the particular set of explanatory variables for which 
the coefficients were estimated. However, these confidence limits apply only to values 
calculated from data from the same population using the same model. They provide no 
information on the changes in the calculated values (and hence the value of time that 
might occur) as other explanatory variables are added or subtracted from the route
choice model. Since large changes in the coefficients are possible when there is inter
correlation between the potential explanatory variables, the stability of the coefficients 
(and hence their ratios) will be analyzed as explanatory variables are introduced or re
moved from the discriminant function. This provides a clue to whether a consistent 
effect of the variable is being measured or whether only an unstable best fit has been 
determined that changes with the particular set of variables used to construct the 
model. 

For the two best models that estimate the value of time from the five -area data, the 
test of stability takes on a special interpretation. The other variables to be introduced 
are all different formulations of the traffic-impedance variable. Therefore, the test 
can be rephrased: Is the value of time that is estimated when the value of traffic im
pedance is set at zero changed when the route-choice model is also formulated to esti
mate a value of traffic impedances, that is, when traffic impedance variables are in~ 
eluded in the model? 

For the model using test vehicle road measurements, the ratio of the coefficients 
of /:J,.travel time to the coefficient of toll per person is 0.05. The ratios of the coeffi
cients for the models are the value of time in cents per person per second. Examination of 
the variations in this ratio when one additional variable is added (either in the form of 
a delta or a total variable) shows that the ratio of the two coefficients varies from a 
low of 0.04 to a high of 0.053. Thus, with the introduction of one additional variable, 
the variation in the value of /:J,. travel time stays well within the 95 percent confidence 
limit. 

For the model using interview data for road measurements, the ratio of the coeffi
cients of A travel time to the coefficient of toll per person is 0.107. Introduction of 
other variables into the discriminant function-not only singly but in groups of up to 
five additional variables-causes the ratio of coefficients to vary from 0.113 to 0.0866. 
Thus, the maximum variation with the introduction of other explanatory variables is 
well within the 95 percent confidence limit for the value of A travel time. 
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In summary, both the best model using test-vehicle data and the best model using 
interview data to measure road characteristics provide stable estimates of the value of 
travel time that significantly differs at the 95 percent confidence ievei from the $0.86 
per person per hour value most commonly used in highway economy studies. In addition, 
the two estimates are significantly different from each other at the 95 percent confidence 
level. 

Before analyzing the deviations of both estimates from a hypothesized true value of 
time, one argument will be considered for summarily rejecting the perceptual estimate 
without further analysis. This argument asserts that the value of travel time based on 
physical data must be used, since highway economy studies are based on physical data . 

Natu1·e. of Value of t,,. Travel Time and Its Use in Highway Economy Studies-The the
or et ical framework fo r the value of travel time i s the motor ist ' s indifference curve . 
Within this framework, the value of time to a motorist is the slope of the indifference 
map in the plane formed by the money-used and time-used axes. This slope of the in
difference map can be interpreted as a value of travel time that the motorist holds only 
if the variables of money used and time used are the ones he perceived, that is, if it is 
his indifference map. Specifically, in this analysis the toll per person and t:r.. travel 
time quantities used should be the quantities the motorist perceived when he made his 
route-choice decision. Therefore, the only question is: Does the test vehicle or inter
view data on road characteristics better represent the motorist's perceived quantities 
when he made the decision? There is only one value of time-the motorist's. The best 
model is determined by how well it estimates the value of time, not its data source. 

However, after the value of time has been estimated, there may be some question 
about how properly to estimate the difference in travel-time variable for use with the 
value of time. If motorists consistently perceive fl. travel time as higher or lower than 
is actually the case, they will estimate their benefits higher or lower than the product 
of their value of time and their actual time savings. However, given that the motorist's 
values are used, it seems appropriate for a public official to base benefits on the best 
available estimates of travel-time changes. This is the same benefit the motorist 
would calculate if he were informed of the "true" travel time difference. 

Therefore, returning to the question, Can either value of/:,,. travel time be rejected 
based on the nature of the data used in its estimation?, the conclusion is that neither 
estimate can be rejected. Both must be analyzed. 

Comparison of Test- Vehicle and Interview-Based Estimates - Neither the test-vehicle 
nor interview data p1·0Vide a precise estimate of the t r avel time perceived at the point 
of the route-choice decision. Interview data have a bias toward the road taken, that is, 
the motorist consciously or unconsciously tends to make the road appear better in re-

. sponse to a question than it was pr~viously perceived to be. Analysis of the data indi
cates that the magnitude of this bias is about 1 to 2 minutes upward in t:r.. travel time if 
the free road is taken and about 1 to 2 minutes downward if the toll road is taken. It 
is easy for this level of bias to be incorporated into the reported magnitudes of fl. travel 
time because motorists tend to report travel-time differences in multiples of 5 minutes. 
About 92 percent of the estimates were rounded to multiples of 5 minutes. 

The measured data are in error, if for no other reason than that the motorist's per
ceptions do not always correspond to the actual travel time. Thus, even if the measure
ment were exact-which is unlikely, given the small number of measurements-they 
would still be in error in estimating the t,,. travel time perceived at the point of decision. 
Analysis of the data indicates that the measured data probably are equal to the perceived 
fl. travel time at the time of decision on the average, that is, the measured data are un
biased. However, the effect of the differences between perceptions and measurements 
is to increase the variance of the travel time distribution from what it would otherwise 
be. 

The effect of the bias in interview data and the errors in measured data on the coef
ficient of travel time in the route-choice model is shown in Figure 1. The effect of the 
bias and errors is compared to the coefficient that would hypothetically be estimated 
without bias or errors in the data. In each of three examples, the explanatory variables 
other than t,,. travel time are assumed to be held fixed. It is assumed that 200 motorists 
have faced different t,,. travel times and made a decision between the toll and free roads. 
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Of these, 100 chose the toll road. They are shown by X's on the toll-road choice line, 
indicating the A travel time they faced. The other 100 motorists are shown in the same 
way on the free-road choice line. The number above the X's indicates the number of 
X's-the number of motorists that faced that level of A travel time and made the indi
cated decision. 

For comparative purposes, the analysis concentrates on the slope of the S-shaped 
curve in its midrange. Since all explanatory variables except A travel time are as
sumed to be held constant, changes in A travel time are linearly related to changes in 
f (x). Therefore, the larger the absolute magnitude of the slope in the midrange (which 
is common to each graph), the larger the absolute magnitude of the coefficient of A 
travel time; the smaller the absolute magnitude of the slope, the smaller the absolute 
magnitude of the coefficient of A travel time. Since toll per person is lmown without 
error, its estimated coefficient is nearly uniform for all models; therefore, the larger 
the coefficient of A travel time in absolute magnitude, the larger the value of A travel 
time, and vice versa. 

Figure la shows a hypothesized distribution for the A travel time perceived at the 
time of the route choice The approximate slope of the S-shaped curve between -6 
and -8 min is -0.18, that is, a change in p (x) of -0.18 for each 1-min change in travel 
time. The coefficient of A travel time from these data is assumed by definition to pro
vide the true coefficient of time. The S-shaped curve is pictured as trying to minimize 
the sum of the squares of the deviations for each integral ll travel time. This would 
require that the curve go through the mean of the observations at each integer (shown 
on the graph). While the actual S-shaped curve fitted to the data will not go through the 
mean for each integer, it will be close to these means in the midrange, where the 
largest number of observations were made. 

Figure lb showsahypothesizeddistributionoftravel time reported in the interviews. 
This is the same distribution used in Figure la, except 1 min is subtracted from the A 
travel time of each toll-road user and 1 min is added to each free-road user. The 
effect of this bias on the estimating of an S-shaped curve is to raise its approximate 
slope in the -6 to -8 min range to -0. 31. This increase in the absolute magnitude of 
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the slope is due to the additional separation in the toll-road and free-road motorist dis
tributions caused by the biases . This bias makes discrimination between toll-1·oad and 
free-road users easier. Better discrimination corresponds to a higher slope of the 
S-shaped curve, which provides a quicker change in p (x) from the toll road to the free 
road as A travel time increases. Therefore, the value of time based on interview data 
is estimated to be higher than the true value of time . 

Figure le shows a hypothesized distribution of travel time measured at the time of the 
survey. The mean of each distribution is kept the same as in Figure la-at -6 min for 
the free road and -8 min for the toll road. The only change is an increase in the 
variance of each distribution, that is, a spread due to errors between the perceived t:,. 
travel time at the point of decision and the measured t:,. travel time . The effect of the 
increase in the variance is to lower the approximate slope of the S-shaped curve be
tween -6 and -8 min to -0.05. The larger variance has increased the overlap of the 
two distributions and made the discrimination task more difficult . This corresponds 
to a lower slope in the midrange of the S-shaped curve, which provides a slower change 
in p (x) from the toll road to the free road as travel time increases. Therefore, the 
test-vehicle-based value of time is estimated to be lower than the true value of time . 

The analysis shown in Figure 1 leads to the conclusion that the value of t:,. travel time 
based on the test-vehicle data of$1.82 per person per hour is low and that the corre
sponding estimate of $3.84 per person per hour based on interview data is too high. 
The correct value of time lies between these two values. 

It was not possible to derive estimates of the relative magnitude by which each type 
of estimate was in error . However, both simulation and analysis hold some promise . 
At this point in time, a simple average of the two values of time would appear to pro -
vide the most reasonable compromise estimate based on the five-area data. 

Additional Evidence on the Value of Time-Additional interview data on commuters' 
route choices were available for three areas . Despite the dissimilarities between the 
route choices in these three additional areas and the original five areas, there was no 
signif icant difference between the two sets of data in the commute r s' deci sion structure 
(as approximated by the model) . Specifically, the coefficients of toll pe1· person and t:,. 
travel time estimated from the two sets of data were different by less than a single 
standard error of each coefficient. Therefore, the difference in the value of time cal
culated for both areas is not statistically significant. 

The two sets of data were combined, and a route choice model estimated for the 
eight areas. Results were as follows: 

1. Using the same variables as in the best five-area model using interview data, 
the value of the difference in travel time was estimated to be $ 3. 7 2 per person per hour 
with a standard error of $0.84 At the 95 percent confidence level, the value of the 
difference in travel time ranges from $ 2. 07 to $ 5. 37 per person per hour. 

2. If the two explanatory variables-sex of the driver and model year of the car
are eliminated (as was indicated by their lack of statistical significance) and the route 
choice model is reestimated, the value of the difference in travel time is estimated as 
$3.82 per person per hour with a standard error of $0.84. At the 95 percent confi
dence level, the value of A travel time ranges from $2.17 to $5.47 per person per hour. 

These results are very close to the calculated value of the difference in travel time 
from the best five-area model with some widening of the confidence limits . The ad
ditional evidence of the three new areas strongly supports the existence of a uniform 
value of A travel time based on interview data. Also, the highly favorable nature of 
these results lends implicit support to the hypothesis that the value of travel time based 
on test-vehicie data fur lhe three additional areas also would correspond closely to that 
of the other five areas. 

Use of the Estimated Value of A Travel Time 

The value of A travel time for the sample has been placed within the limits of $1.82 
per person per hour (best five -area model based on test-vehicle data) to $3 .82 per 
person per hour (best eight-area model based on interview data). There is no evidence 
for narrowing these limits further or placing the value of t he difference in travel time 
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(that is, the value of I::,. travel time) closer to one limit or the other. Therefore, the 
simple average of the two values, or $2.82 per person per hour, is selected as the val
ue of t::,. travel time. 

It is obvious that $2.82 per person per hour is not the value of !::,.travel time for all 
motorists under all circumstances. In analyzing the subpopulation of motorists for 
whom this value is appropriate, one is limited because the sample was not random. 
Consequently, statistical confidence limits cannot be placed on the expected value oft::,. 
travel time for motorists-not even for commuters facing a toll road-free road choice. 
In a statistical sense, knowledge is limited to the observations in the sample. Nevertheless, 
the value of !::,.travel time of $2.82 per person per hour is based on the actual prefer
ences displayed by commuters. Alternative values of time are based on judgment and 
current opinion. In these circumstances, it is our judgment that the value of time of 
$2.82 per person per hour should be used for all commuter trips greater than 10 min 
and longer than 5 miles. 

The reason for restricting the recommendations to commuters is obvious: all the 
motorists in the sample were commuters. Likewise, the shortest trips in the sample 
took over 10 min and were longer than 5 miles. Another characteristic of the sample 
is that all the route choices involved toll road-free road alternatives. However, this 
does not appear to present a limitation to increasing the value of travel time to at least 
$2.82 per person per hour. If there is a bias against paying a toll just because it is a 
toll, the bias would operate to decrease the estimated value of t::,. travel time from its 
true free road-free road value. The value of the time savings would have to be greater 
than the toll by the amount of the bias. This decreases the amount of toll that a motor
ist would otherwise be willing to pay and results in a lower value of t::,. travel time for 
the motorist. Consequently, because of this bias, the value of $2.82 per person per 
hour may be too low. However, from other evidence developed in the study, the magni
tude of this bias in the decisions studied is believed to be small. 

The data have other peculiarities. The average income per family is high compared 
to all commuters, being approximately $9,200 compared with the overall average of 
$6,500. However, income is a variable in the route-choice model and its influence is 
estimated separately. Professional and blue collar workers are overrepresented and 
clerical workers are underrepresented. Metropolitan areas predominate. Govern
ment and defense industry workers are overrepresented. The possible effect of these 
and other characteristics of the data appears to be negligible in light of the magnitude 
of the difference between the currently used values of time and $2.82 per person per 
hour. 

It is therefore recommended that the value of time for commuter trips of over 5 
miles and 10 min be adjusted upward to the estimated value of $2.82 per person per 
hour. 

CRITIQUE AND EXTENSION OF THE METHODOLOGY 

The value of time is shown to have a number of desirable statistical characteristics 
for an estimated value. In addition, the number ($2.82 per person per hour) can be 
used in present procedures for calculating highway benefits. However, it is just this 
characteristic of the estimate-that it is a single number-that makes it most undesir
able on theoretical grounds. 

This section analyzes the characteristics of this estimate of the value of time that 
are independent of the amount of time saved, of the income level of the motorist, or of 
any other variable except type of trip, which is limited to commuters. 

The linear form of f(x) used to estimate route choice makes the value of I:::,. travel 
time constant for all levels of time savings. However, both theoretical and empirical 
work in earlier Stanford Research Institute studies indicate that motorists are less 
sensitive to an incremental unit of time savings when total time savings are either very 
small or very large (1). 

Figure 2a shows the theoretical relationship that is hypothesized. The slope of the 
relationship is low for both small time savings (labeled insensitive) and large time 
savings (labeled diminishing marginal returns) and is high in the midrange. Therefore, 
the linear approximation is low for some amounts of time savings and high for others. 
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Figure 2. Relationships of benefits due to time 

Furthermore, the estimate of benefits ob-
tained from multiplying time savings by the 
value of time is not necessarily equal to even 
the linear approximation. It is equal only if 
the intercept of the linear approximation on 
the benefits axis is zero. 

Figures 2b, 2c, and 2d illustrate how the 
slope and intercept of the linear approxima
tion may change as the range of data changes. 
The slope is low and the intercept positive 
when much of the data lie in the area of di
minishing marginal returns (Fig. 2b). The 
slope increases and intercept decreases (to 
a negative value) as data become more even
ly distributed over the three areas (Fig. 2c). 
Finally, the slope of the linear approxima
tion decreases and the vertical intercept re
mains negative as the range of data excludes 
all diminishing marginal returns and part of 
the midrange (Fig. 2d). In Figure 2b, the 
linear approximation of benefits from time 
savings is higher by the amount of vertical 
intercept than that estimated from multiply
ing the value of t,,. travel time by I::,. travel 
time. In Figure 2c and 2d, the linear ap
proximation of benefits from time savings 
is lower by the magnitude of the vertical in
tercept. 

There are reasons to believe that Figure 
2c or 2d portrays the actual situation in the 
sample. It was selected to provide a split 
in route choices and approximately one-third 
of the motorists reporting that the toll road 
is faster do not take it. Since motorists ap
pear much more sensitive in their route 
choice to the level of time savings than to 
any other variable including toll per person, 
it appears that benefits due to time savings 
cannot be too high, or they would outweigh 
all other considerations and result in a high
er proportion of motorists taking the toll 
road. It is likely, therefore, that few if 
any motorists are in the region of diminish
ing marginal returns. 

savings. Therefore, the use of the product of the 
value of travel time and travel time savings 
as an estimate of benefits may overstate 

the benefits compared with the linear approximation, which itself has over- and under
approximation errors. 

Total BGncfit:; 

A quantitative estimate of the magnitude of the intercept of the linear approximation 
(as well as the effect of income on the value of time) requires an analysis of the motor
ist's total benefits from his route selection. This is necessary because the route 
choice is the observed event to which benefits can be related. The calculation of the 
benefit from time savings involves an allocation of part of the total benefits from the 
route choice to time savings and clouds the analysis. 
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The method of calculating the difference in total benefits for two alternative free 
roads can be conceptualized as follows: Assume that the characteristics of one road 
are better. On the better road, however, there is a toll booth with an operator that ad
justs the amount of toll required from each motorist until the motorist becomes indif
ferent to the route he takes. Then the toll is lowered just enough for each motorist to 
take the better road. This toll, individualized for each motorist, equals the money val
ue of the benefits he would have received if there were no toll-his benefits on the better 
free road. 

The median benefit to the group of motorists is the toll that would make the median 
motorist indifferent. This toll can be obtained in a straightforward manner from route
choice model. The median motorist is indifferent to differences in the two roads when 
the probability of taking the free road is 0.5. But the probability of taking the free road 
is p (x) where 

i(x) 
P (x) = e f(x) 

l + e 

where p(x) = 0.5 and f(x) = 0.0. 
If the route-choice model uses as explanatory variables toll per person plus motor

ist and route explanatory variables, then: 

where 
aT is the coefficient of toll per person, 
xT is toll per person, 
a. is the coefficient of the i th motorist explanatory variable, 
x~m is the i t h motorist explanatory variable, 1m 
a. is the coefficient of the i th route explanatory variable, 
xg is the i th route explanatory variable, and 

k is the estimated constant term. 

Therefore, the total benefits-xT, or the toll per person required to make the median 
motorist indifferent-are 

k a1m a2m 
xT = - aT - aT Xim - aT x2m - . 

For the best model using test vehicle data, the total benefits become 

t 1 b f·t 9. 15 0.236 I t To a ene 1 s per person = 0_0554 + 0_0554 ncome ca egory 

1. 29 S f d . + o:'0'5'54 ex o river 

0.105 - o:cr5"54 Model year of car 

0.0028 A T 1 t· - o.o5"5'4 .... rave 1me 

Any mathematically equivalent expression for total benefits is permitted. A particu
larly appealing one, since tJ. travel time is the only route variable describing the two 
free roads, is to use tJ. travel time as the only explanatory variable with the other ex
planatory variables (based on motorist characteristics) operating as modifiers of the 
coefficient of tJ. travel time . Stated mathematically, 

Total benefits per person = (V*) (!J. travel time) 
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For the best model using the vehicle data, the equality is preserved when: 

V* = _ 0.0028 [ 1 + ~ 1 _ 0.236 income category 
Q.0554 0.0028 A travel time Olm28" A travel time 

_ 1. 29 sex of driver _ 0.105 model year of car] 
~ A travel time ~ A travel time 

where 0.0028/0.0554 is the value of A travel time as previously defined, and the expres
sion in brackets modifies it, based on the income category, sex of driver, and model 
year of car. 

V* has the dimensions of total benefits per second saved. It not only incorporates 
the effects of the explanatory variables specifically in the model, but also the effect of 
the average of all other variables through the constant term. These other variables 
are not only the excluded variables, such as A distance and A speed changes, but also 
such variables as bias against the toll road for which no attempt was ever made to rep
resent them explicitly in the route choice model. The multiplicity of factors involved 
in determining the magnitude of the constant term should be kept in mind as its effect 
is examined. 

Estimates of Total Benefits to Motorists 

Figure 3 shows total benefits vs A travel time for the model using test-vehicle data 
and the best area interview-data model. The relationships are for the median motorist. 
In the graph, explanatory variables other than toll per person and A travel time are held 
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constant. Income category is set at 3 ($6, 000 to $8, 000 a year), which includes the 
median for all automobile commuters. (The median value for all automobile commuters 
is about $6, 500 as shown in Passenger Transportation Survey, 1963 Census of Trans
portation, Bureau of the Census, 1965 . ) The test-vehicle data model also uses the model 
year of the car and the sex of the driver as explanatory variables . These variables are 
fixed at their mean value in the sample, that is, a model year of 61.2 and a sex of 1.1 
(10 percent females, 90 percent males). The slope of the lines in Figure 3 is the value 
of I:.. travel time in units of cents per minute. Any point on the line relates travel-time 
savings to the equivalent total benefits to the motorist, given the fixed value of the other 
explanatory variables. 

Figure 4 shows a different picture. The average model, which has a value of I:.. trav
el time of $2.82 per person per hour, or 4.7 cents per person per minute, is shown by 
the solid lines for each income category from 2 through 5. The effect of an increase 
in family income of the motorist is to increase the total benefits equivalent to a fixed 
level of travel-time savings. 

Total benefits are negative for some amounts of positive time savings (Figs. 3 and 
4). For example, in Figure 4 the solid lines show that total benefits become negative 
for motorists in income category 3 when travel time savings are less than 6. 7 min. 
This property-benefits dropping to zero before time savings-was depicted in Figure 
2c and 2d as the most likely placement of the linear function used to approximate the 
theorized nonlinear relationship between benefits due to time savings and actual time 
savings. 

The estimated relationship should not be used to calculate negative benefits. It is 
an approximation and should not be used outside the range of data in the sample. A 
toll of 5 cents per person is effectively the lower limit of the data. Therefore, the re
lationship should not be used to estimate total benefits of less than 5 cents . Similarly, 
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the relationship should not be extended above a toll of 30 cents per person, which is ef
fectively the upper limit of the data. For total benefits less than 5 cents per person, a 
new relationship can be proposed, which theory suggests should eliminate negative 
benefits for positive time savings, intersect the origin, and have a monotonically in
creasing slope to the right of the origin. The dotted lines in Figure 3 indicate such a 
relationship. The required reduction in the slope to eliminate negative benefits for 
positive time savings makes total benefits less sensitive to time savings near the origin. 

Once the slope of the linear portion of the relationship has been estimated, the range 
of reduced sensitivity is determined by its intercept. The magnitude of the intercept is 
determined by several factors. First, the income category of the motorist affects the 
placement and consequently the range of reduced sensitivity. For the model graphed in 
Figure 4, the range of reduced sensitivity for motorists in income category 5 is from 
the origin to time savings of approximately 5 min, and for motorists in income category 
2, from the origin to time savings of approximately 9 min. Second, the placement is 
affected by the constant term in the route-choice model. The question therefore arises 
as to how accurately the constant term is known, that is, what the confidence limits on 
the constant are. 

For both models, the standard error of the constant term is slightly larger than two 
units. But only a one-unit change in the constant term changes the intercept of the line 
with ~he A travel time axis by 6 min for the model based on test-vehicle data and 3. 2 
min for the model based on interview data. Therefore, the confidence limits on the 
placement of the line are very broad. The hypothesis that the intercept is actually 
zero-that there is no reduction in sensitivity-cannot be rejected at the 95 percent 
level. Thus the route choice models can provide statistically significant estimates of 
the marginal effect of both A travel time and the income category on total benefits, but 
not the intercept of the relationship. The wide confidence limits on the constant term 
may be due to the fact that the constant term reflects many factors, including the mean 
value of each explanatory variable, the mean value of the excluded explanatory varia
bles of traffic impedances (to the extent that their mean affects route choice), and the 
mean value of other variables, such as toll road bias, that were never considered for 
inclusion in the route-choice model. The effects of the average magnitude of the ex
cluded explanatory variables were analyzed, and the A distance in the models based on 
physical data had a noticeable effect. An adjustment for its average effect would lower 
the intercept of test-vehicle data model by about 0.5 min, but it has a negligible effect 
on the interview data model. 

The estimated intercept based on toll road-free road choice data may be biased as 
an estimate of the intercept for a free road-free road choice. This bias if it exists is 
the negative effect on the motorist of the existence of a toll, independent of the level of 
the toll. Its existence could be tested by comparing the estimated relationship from a 
toll road-toll road choice . In this case, both roads would have a toll and any bias would 
cancel out. The difference in tolls would act as a measure of total benefits. 

The only evidence available on the magnitude of the toll-road bias is inferential. In 
a hypothetical question, motorists were asked if they would pay a given amount for ad
ditional time savings . Most of them indicated thay they would not, even though the pay
ment was considerably less per minute saved than what they were already paying. This 
discrepancy between word and deed is probably caused by the toll-road bias. It oper
ates in a hypothetical question, where a verbal refusal to make the payment does not 
cost the motorist any actual benefits. However, when faced with real benefits, many 
more motorists pay the toll than their answers to the hypothetical question indicated. 
The inference can be drawn that the average toll-road bias in the actual situations may 
be quite ~iua.11 a.nd exe1·t only ininor influence on the intercept. 

Thus, while the total benefits approach is useful in examining the effect of the inter
cept and other variables in the route-choice model, the analysis is still based on a 
linearized estimator, that is, f (x). Within this study, the extent of the nonlinearity 
could not be determined. (A precise estimate of the intercept in the total benefits 
versus A travel time would have provided some insight. ) However, the ramifications of 
a nonlinear relationship such as those shown in Figure 2 are quite striking and will be 
illustrated in a simple example. 
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Effect of Nonlinearity in the Relationships of Total Benefits to Time Savings 

With a nonlinear relation, a reduction in the slope of the relationship between total 
benefits and t:. travel time compared with the linear portion will occur. If such a re
duction occurs around the origin, the value of a minute saved depends on which minute 
it is-the first minute saved or the tenth. Stated another way, if the motorist has a re
duced sensitivity to small savings in travel time, the average value of a minute is 1 
minute or 10 minutes. In such a case, the accurate assessment of the benefits of time 
savings on a portion of the trip requires a knowledge of the travel-time savings for the 
entire trip. 

By similar logic, the evaluation of the benefits of time savings from a highway im
provement requires knowledge of whether it is a single isolated improvement or part of 
a series of improvements. In the latter case, the larger the total time savings of which 
the improvement is part, the greater the average value of a minute saved. 

However, reduced sensitivity to small time savings would not only affect the data 
collection requirements for highway economy studies, but it would also create problems 
in specifying the proper methodology for the evaluation. The following example intro
duces some of the methodological complications: 

Assume that the relationship between total benefits and /1 travel time is known. The 
question is then posed: What are the benefits to a motorist of the proposed improve
ment in the following example? The motorist must go from point 1 to point 2. At pres
ent, he has the choice of using either Route A or Route B. Route A is 10 minutes 
faster than Route B. The proposed improvement is to Route A. If the improvement is 
made, Route A will be 12 minutes faster than Route B. These conditions are shown in 
Figures 5 and 6. . 

Assume that the time savings of the proposed improvement are the only aspect of 
the improvement that affects the total benefits perceived by the motorist. Then one 
method of calculating the benefits (Method 1) would be: 

Total Benefits = f [travel time on Route A (improved) - travel time on Route A] 
of Improvement 

= f[2 min of travel time savings] 

However, the relationship between total benefits and travel time was pres~mably esti-. 
mated from data on the moto1·ist's choices between two routes, both of which we1·e avail
able at that time. Therefore, it is equally logical to use the follow.ing method (Me.thod 2) 
to calculate benefits: Total Benefits of Improvement = [total ):>eneflts of ~oute A (im
proved) compared with Route BJ - [total benefits. of Route A compared with ~oute B 1 
= f ,travel time on Route A (improved) - travel time on Route BJ - f [ travel time on 
Route A - travel time on Route BJ = f (12 min of travel time savings) - f (10 min of 
travel time savings) 

If the slope of the total benefits vs t:. travel time relationship were a constant for all 
amounts of t:. travel time, the two methods of calculating total benefits would produce 
the same estimate of total benefits. But if the slope is not constant because of reduced 
sensitivity to small time savings, for example, the results of the two methods will dif
fer. For the modified relationship shown 
in Figure 4 (the dotted lines for benefits 

out c 

Figure 5. Present conditions. 

Rout e A (Improved ) 

Route B 

Figure 6. Conditions with proposed improvement 
to Route A. 
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of less than 5 cents), the first method of calculation would estimate total benefits of less 
than 1 cent. The second method of calculation would estimate total benefits of 9.4 cents. 
It is not just insensitivity to small time that will cause this result. The two methods 
will generally produce different answers when the slope varies. For example, if total 
benefits were a function of A travel time and (A travel time) 2

, the relationship would be 
curvilinear, and the method of estimating total benefits also would be important. 

The choice between the two methods is difficult. Both methods of calculating total 
benefits can be logically defended and both produce anomalous results under some 
circumstances . 

The recommended use of $ 2.82 per person per hour as the value of travel time is 
based on the use of Method 2 and the assumption that total benefits before and after the 
improvement lie on the linear portion of the relationship between total benefits and 
travel time. This is the case shown in the example . 

Under these circumstances, only the slope of the relationship in its linear portion 
need be known. The placement of the relationship will not affect the results. Since 
the extent of the reduced sensitivity is not known, it is impossible to specify quanti
tatively the route choices for which the assumption of linearity is valid. 

The use of $2 .82 per person per hour is consistent with Method 1 only if the range 
of insensitivity is assumed negligible; that is, the graph of the total benefits vs travel 
time is approximately linear and passes through the origin. In this case, Methods 1 
and 2 give the same results. · 

The recommended value of A travel time bypasses the problems of estimating total 
benefit in the face of reduced sensitivity through a plausible assumption on the method 
of estimating highway benefits . However, this problem will almost certainly become 
important as the empirical basis for the value of time expands . 

By making a more precise estimate of the value of time than has previously been 
possible, this study has transformed the question, ''What is the correct number of the 
value of time?" to "What is the functional form and parameters of the value of time?". The 
second question will be more difficult to answer, but being in a position to ask the mr 
sophisticated question indicates considerable progress. 
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Discussion 
DENNIS NEUZIL, Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering, University of Delaware
Because this report has presented rigorously derived values for the value of time to 
commuting motorists, and because similar information for other types of trips does 
not exist, the Stanford Research Institute values will probably be used for other trip 
purposes as well. When faced with a lack of information for certain phenomena, there 
is a tendency to use data from related phenomena that have been well substantiated. 
While this practice may not be desirable, it is not uncommon. 

For example, one state highway department has already made use of the Stanford 
Rcsc:1rch Institute travel-time values in the analysis of a proposed rural Interstate 
highway located in a scenic mountaninous area abounding in recreational activities. 
Citing the Stanford Research Institute study, the highway department used a value of 
$1.72 per person per hour-slightly less than the $1.82 per person per hour average 
value based on actual cost differences and time savings found in this report. Thus a 
value slightly reduced from that found for urban work trips is being used in the econom
ic analysis of a highway for which work trips will not be the dominant trip type, and 
where the alternatives differ significantly in length, gradient, and cost. 
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At the risk of sounding redundant, then, it should be emphasized that the values of 
time reported in this study are for commuting motorists, that is, for urban work trips, 
and may not be valid for other types of trips. For rural highways, where the combi
nation of recreational, tourist, and pleasure-drive trips is often the major component 
of average daily traffic, and where average trip length is greater than in urban areas, 
one would expect a lower overall value of time to apply. 

During the discussion of this paper, a significant statement was made concerning the 
application of time values for non-toll road travel to the effect that, time costs should 
not be added to motor vehicle operating costs in order to arrive at a total road-user 
cost for benefit-cost ratio analyses, because these are not the same type of costs. Un
like operating costs, time costs do not represent an economic transaction: while there 
is a per -mile expenditure for fuel, oil, tires, etc., there is no actual expenditure for 
travel time. Although we may impute a time cost to the motorist, he does not actually 
pay this "cost" from his wallet. This position has, I believe, much merit. 

Highway economy analysts typically report only a single benefit-cost ratio for a 
proposed improvement. Because time costs are becoming larger relative to operating 
costs for many highway improvement situations, the limitations of our knowledge and 
the above considerations indicate that a better procedure would be to present a series 
of road-user costs, savings, and consequent benefit-cost ratios using, for example, the 
following format: (a) all time costs excluded (operating costs only); (b) including truck 
time costs; (c) including truck time costs plus, say, one-half of the passenger car time 
costs; and (d) all time costs included. This presentation could also be made with more 
than one assumption for the value of travel time. 

When the results of highway economy studies are presented in the above manner, 
those who will review and pass judgment on the several alternatives for a given high
way improvement will have the opportunity to note the sensitivity of the economic 
feasibility of the alternatives to the assumptions regarding travel-time costs, as well 
as to make their own judgment as to the proper handling of time costs. This format 
would add little to the cost or effort of conducting the economic analysis but would 

ignificantly increase its utility. 



Value of Commuters' Travel Time-A Study 
U rhan Transportation 
THOMAS E. LISCO, Chief Economist, Chicago A1·ea Transportation Study 

• Ill 

~GMENT 

•TYPICAL suburban commuters are-~~:~ to pay at a rate approaching 50 percent of 
their wage rate to save time on their trips to work. Further, when overall door-to
door commuting times are equal between travel modes, these same commuters place 
a $2.00 value on the extra comfort afforded by their own cars over that provided by 
transit. 

These are two of the most important results of a modal choice study conducted on 
household interview data collected as part of the Chicago "Skokie Swift" Mass Trans
portation Demonstration project. This study, which used minutely derived times and 
costs for alternative trip modes, inferred from actual choices made by commuters the 
values they placed on the various factors entering into their choices. It simultaneously 
measured the effects of different commuter characteristics, such as income, on the 
choices made. The analytical tool used was multiple probit analysis, a tool similar to 
logit analysis, and one which fits curves appropriate to the modal choice problem. 

The results have very strong implications both for mass transportation planning and 
for its pricing. Among other things, the study indicates that the actual comfort pro
vided by the transit vehicle can be very important in contributing to commuter satis
faction. It also shows that transit ridership by commuters should be very unrespon
sive to fare changes. With typical commuters valuing time at 4 or 5 cents a minute, 
and comfort at $2.00 a day, the transit fare becomes relatively unimportant in the 
modal choice decision. This, in turn, implies that most transit systems can probably 
be self-supporting simply through charging economic fares. 

Two other results deserve mentioning. The first is that, given the values put on 
time and comfort by the commuters studied, their choices of transportation mode ap
peared to be both rational and consistent. Where automobiles were the better choice 
people drove. Othe1·wise, transit was used. There was no evidence of an irrational 
commuter "love affair" with the automobile. The second result concerns walking time. 
A small supplementary study of parking lot prices in downtown Chicago indicated that 
at the margin, people who drive downtown are willing to pay 30 cents a block or 12 
cents a minute to avoid extra walking. This extreme discomfort value of walking time 
would indicate that a two- or three-block difference in the placement of transit stations 
may be very important in determining mass transportation use. 

Paper sponsored by Committee on Highway Engineering Economy and presented at the 47th Annual 
Meeting. 
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Estimating Highway Vehicle 
Operating Consequences 
JOHN C. PROKOPY, Department of Civil Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of 

Technology 

This paper presents an analysis framework for the process of 
estimating consequences of highway vehicle operation, and de
scribes the ROADS model developed from it. It begins by sug
gesting a number of requirements for an ideal system. Fac
tors affecting vehicle operation and performance are grouped 
by source and examined for types of relations to operation. 
From this, the structure of a theoretical model of the predic
tion process is derived. This structure is then examined with 
regard to several alternative approaches to its implementation. 

A general description of a model specifically designed using 
the framework developed is presented. A major extension in 
this model is the combination of a vehicle performance model 
and a traffic congestion model. This provides the capability of 
seeing both the effects of vehicle performance on traffic con
gestion and those of congestion on vehicle performance. 

•THE cost of vehicle operation, often estimated to be several times as great as the 
cost of building highways, has been of long-standing concern to highway transportation 
analysts and planners. Accurate vehicle cost information is difficult to obtain; no con
tracts are made or fees charged for highway transportation purely on the basis of roads 
driven. No real records are available to relate operating costs and consequences to 
specific highway design. The cost of vehicle operation remains one of the least under
stood aspects of highway transportation analysis. 

This paper describes the design of a system to obtain the consequences of over-the
highway vehicle operation as related to highway design. This system is designed to 
work within a flexible and long-range logical framework, and to be usable by the high
way engineer, the transportation planner, and the reseacher alike. A system based on 
work alre·ady done is illustrated rather than a totally new approach. 

THE PROBLEM OF PREDICTING VEHICLE PERFORMANCE 

A number of trade-offs between money spent on highways and money spent on ve
hicle operation are immediately evident. For example, savings in fuel consumption re
sult from lower grades. Grade separation of intersections saves stops and hence fuel, 
tires, brakes, and time. It is in the interest of the public as a whole to optimize the 
use of resources for highways since it pays, either directly or indirectly, for highway 
transportation. The highway user benefits most from this, through lessened expenses 
and taxes, but others-property owners and users of transported goods-may also bene
fit. Two circumstances must exist before optimization of highway transportation 
should be attempted. First, the highway planner must realize his responsibility in the 
use of public funds as a whole. Second, and probably more important, much must be 
learned about the factors involved in the cost and benefits of highway transportation. 

Paper sponsored by Committee on Highway Engineering Economy and presented at the 47th Annual 
Meeting. 
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This latter problem can be subdivided into two problems, one of data acquisition, and 
the other of data analysis. Analysis of costs and benefits is concerned with higher lev
el network analyses, and will not be discussed here. Data acquisition, specifically of 
vehicle operating consequences, is the subject of this paper. One additional distinction 
is made in this report-that between consequence prediction and consequence evaluation. 
Because evaluation places explicit value ratings on consequences, it requires adopting 
a point of view and defining objectives, whichcannotalwaysbedoneatthedata-collection 
level. Immediate evaluation ignores price differences between localities or countries. 
Also,especially in underdeveloped countries, the very existence of a project may upset 
the supply-and-demand equilibrium, causing prices to increase above original esti
mates. There is often no real need to separate consequences and costs, but to avoid 
the possible pitfalls fo r the theoretical discussion in this paper, it will be done. 

A great deal of study has gone into many aspects of vehicle operation consequences, 
but most work has combined the prediction and evaluation steps by using estimates or 
standard values for costs. As a result, they have become known as "user costs" stud
ies. The values often used, especially for fuel, are prices. [The danger here is that 
the price used for gasoline (about 30 cents) includes about 10 cents tax, which is col
lected for highway construction and does not reflect the cost of obtaining the fuel. The 
tax is really a user charge for highways. J Prices do not always reflect costs accurate
ly. Also, costs may change over time and most of the "user cost" studies do not pro
vide a way of updating values. 

The accuracy of the predictions of consequences by many systems, it is to be hoped, 
can be improved with a better understanding of what the real sources are. Even for 
more deterministic .consequences, such as fuel consumption, a comparison between 
studies made during this investigation shows that predictions can vary by more than 50 
percent under identical circumstances. Little has been done to coordinate the varia
bility of consequences resulting from traffic with those from other causes. The costs 
of delay must usually be considered implicitly in a highway design as separate from 
costs resulting from other consequences. Often, because of the difficulty in estimating 
them, important consequences such as accidents, comfort, or convenience are com
pletely ignored or only lightly treated, as are many other situations or combinations of 
circumstances. Only situations for which the data were specifically taken can be stud
ied. What is lacking is one comprehensive framework to combine these findings into a 
set of unified information useful not only for all design studies but also for guiding 
future research work in this area. 

DEVELOPMENT OF A THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK FOR CONSEQUENCE 
PREDICTION 

A framework for estimating vehicle and driver-traffic performance should be able 
to provide the different types of information necessary for decision-making at several 
levels. It should not include any decision-making beyond that of consequence predic
tion. Evaluation, optimization, and planning should be done with the results of predic
tions of vehicle operations in conjunction with predictions of other roadway economic 
and noneconomic factors. 

The qualifications for sttch a framework can be considered, although they will vary 
with each particular situation. The most important should include the following: 

· Wide Application-The models available today are of limited scope in application. 
This often renders them ineffectual or difficult to use in situations for which they were 
not specifically designed. Adaptability suggests that a multilevel set of methods might 
be used, each level having different applications and hence different accuracy require
ments. Each level could then use the most reliable methods known for the data avail
able. Multiple level also suggests that each level should be able to identify the im
portant input parameters-the most relevant factors at that level which determine the 
consequences. A third consideration for wide application is the ability to handle un
certainty. At lower levels, less is known about the situation. Therefore some esti
mate of the uncertainty of predictions can be valuable, for example, in determining if a 
study is worth pursuing in more detail or whether an alternative should be sought. 
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· Natural To Use-The model should be easy to use. It should not require any un
natural formulation or decomposition of a problem. The user should be able to modify 
his formulation of problems easily to investigate alternate solutions. Accuracy should 
not be sacrificed for simplicity, but it should be relatively easy (compared to present 
methods) for the engineer to specify his problem. 

· Economical-Extensive time or money should not be required to produce acceptable 
results. The economies that develop from its use should be orders of magnitude great
er than the cost of using it. The development costs should also be considered in over
all economy. 

The foregoing requirements imply a system of use that minimizes the engineer's 
routine work in favor of his creative efforts. An example of systems designed to do 
just that are the recently developed problem-oriented computer languages. They at
tempt to maximize the ease of man-machine communication to provide the user with 
the full capabilities of the computer. The languages are designed to be as conversant 
in the area of application as is presently possible so that the user can specify his for
mulation naturally. 

To understand how the requirements affect the internal methods for this framework 
and to develop a better understanding of the general characteristics of a theoretical 
model, the next sections examine the input or independent parameters of the vehicle 
operation consequences prediction problem, and propose a general structure for its 
solution. 

Input Parameters 

The number of input parameters affecting the consequences of vehicle operation is 
extremely large and under certain circumstances almost any one of them may become 
an important factor. To understand the source of operating consequences the indepen
dent parameters should be identified. Many of the input parameters to existing methods 

re not independent but are often functions of several factors, such as grade-climbing 
c1.bility, which depends on vehicle power and weight, or speed -volume curves, which are 
aggretates of all drivers. Feedback can occur, especially over the long term when 
aspects of the inputs influence highway design decisions and consequently change the 
inputs. Poor highway designs combine with driver characteristics to cause accidents, 
causing similar designs to be avoided in the future. 

Deterministic 
Effect 
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Horizon to I 
Ali<.inment 

Vedicol 
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Driver 
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Figure 1. Input parameters to a highway vehicle 
performance mode I. 

For convenience, various inde
pendent input parameters have been 
classified into several categories 
(Fig. 1): 

Vehicle Data-This class includes 
such parameters as vehicle weight, 
engine power, fuel consumption 
rates, and vehicle resistance fac
tors. Consequences also depend 
upon a multiplicity of other vehicle 
parameters, such as gear ratios, 
auxiliary loads, engine bore, stroke, 
compression ratio, maintained con
dition of vehicle and engine, and 
type, condition, and inflation pres
sure of tires. Of all these, weight 
is generally the most important 
factor in fuel consumption, and power 
is the most important in unrestrained 
speed. 

Vertical Geometry-The vertical 
geometry of a road affects the grav
ity resistance a vehicle encounters 
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when raising or lowering its weight along a vertical alignment. It may be expressedas 
grades or elevations, lengths of grades, and vertical curve information. The primary 
influence of vertical geometry is on speed and fuel consumption. It may also influence 
the driver's desired speed because it may limit sight distance and may also cause un
comfortable vertical accelerations. 

Horizontal Geometry-The horizontal parameters of interest for vehicle performance 
are lengths of curves, their radii, and their superelevations. Curves have two primary 
effects on vehicle operation. Rolling resistance increases and centrifugal acceleration 
limits the speed of operation. Curves may also affect sight distance and consequently 
operation. 

Road Characteristics - Almost anything describing the road other than its geometry 
can be included in this set: number of lanes1, shoulders, medians, type of pavement and 
surface coefficients of friction and resistance, types of access, lighting, markings, re
stricting construction, etc-the external physical circumstances that affect the driver 
and his use of the vehicle. 

Traffic Characteristics-Traffic data consist of vehicular traffic volume distribu
tion over time or space, vehicle fleet composition (breakdown of types of vehicles and 
their numbers in the traffic), and certain facts about their origins and destinations. 
Traffic not only influences the driver's desires, and possibly, through accidents, ve
hicle performance, but it also generates total consequences, which are the sums of 
those for each of the individuals making up the traffic stream. 

Driver Characteristics-A set of data describing each driver's pertinent physiologi
cal and psychological characteristics may not exist. If it does, no method is yet avail
able to directly use such data in vehicle operation prediction. This data class includes 
such human descriptors as perception-reaction time, experiences,temperament, and 
decision abilities and criteria or judgment. 

Operating Characteristics-This class includes essentially everything not included 
in others, but it usually represents those parameters that are time-dependent or legaJ 
ly imposed, such as weather conditions, speed limits and degree of enforcement, acci 
dents, parking, and lane-use restrictions-passing lanes, one-way lanes, etc. 

Vehicle data and horizontal and vertical alignment usually have a deterministic ef
fect on consequences. Road, traffic, and driver and operating characteristics have 
primarily a stochastic effect on vehicle operation and consequences. In addition, the 
last three, especially traffic and driver characteristics, are stochastic in nature as 
well. 

Since existing user cost methods cannot use most of the basic parameters, some 
modified and simplified parameters have been designed to approximate their effects. 
A few of these are shown in Figure 2 and described below. 

The higher level category contains parameters that are generally independent of 
each other. The second level shows some derived parameters that have been devel
oped either to implicitly account for some of the higher level factors or to simplify 
them by combining several into a single function. 

Vehicle data may be estimated by analyzing the results of experiments with an 
average vehicle of a given type or class. The assumption is that operation of all ve
hicles of the same group will have similar consequences or at least average the same. 
Another category, power-to-weight ratio, has been shown to be an effective classifica
tion, especially for trucks. They probably have a more uniform type of driver and en
counter less interference from other vehicles. 

Average grades, and rate of rise and fall have been used to simplify the vertical 
geometry description. Rate of rise and fall is the arithmetic sum of the cha.'lges in 
elevation along an alignment divided by the total length of the alignment. 

The combined effects of grade, length of grade, and power-to-weight ratios have 
been presented in some graphs (22,9), representing two classes of data. Other schemes 
simplify the accounting for horizontal curvature effects (3). 

Because of uncertainty in drivers and traffic and operating characteristics, a num
ber of derived parameters have been developed to estimate the distributions and aver
ages of these characteristics. Annual Average Daily Traffic (AADT) and even Hourly 
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Independent Parameters 

Vehicle Vertical Horizontal Road Char, Traffic Driver Chor . Operating 
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cons . ra1es, Vertical Superaleva tion 1 Access, Light, Composition, Ex.perience 1 Parking 1 
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Figure 2. Input relations and forms. 

Distributions of Traffic (HDT) are simplifications of the second-by-second fluctuations 
in traffic volume. Driver characteristics together with the vehicle data describe an 
integral system interacting as an entity with other driver-vehicle systems and the road. 
Consequently most of the input to many present models is really a combination of these 
two. Vehicle fuel consumption rates also imply something about the driver. In addi-
. ·')n, driver parameters can be combined with those of other categories to get a better 

.derstanding of his behavior. Road characteristics combined with these produce de
sired (free) speed distributions or average free speeds. To include the effects of traf
fic, distributions of the following distances and of lane-changing and passing criteria 
are used. The average effects of road, traffic, and driver characteristics are mea
sured by operating at average travel speeds, and the aggregates of these parameters 
are the capacity and time-density or time-volume curves ~). 

Considerations for a Theoretical Model 

To accurately predict consequences of motor vehicle operation, the large number of 
factors affecting this, youpled with their stochastic nature, would require continuous 
monitoring. Because of this sort of detail it is necessary to consider some of the pos
sible restrictions on a model so that simplifications can be made. Highway planners 
and designers are not concerned with predicting consequences of a speci fic driver, ve
hicle, and road situation, but rather with the totals, averages, extremes, and variances 
of the consequences of large numbers of situations. This implies something about the 
nature of the simplifications. Some conclusions can be drawn by looking at each of 
the types of factors. 

The designer is usually concerned with a specific roadway or type of roadway. Any 
given point on a roadway can have only one combination of horizontal, vertical, and 
roadway characteristics. Changes in these characteristics, with few exceptions, are 
deliberate and they are permanent until deliberately changed again. Therefore, once 
defined, the parameters can be used for all consequences predictions on a given part 
of a roadway. 

Vehicles using roads appear to have a fairly continuous spectrum of characteristics. 
These can be simplified by classifying vehicles by some characteristics that yield fair
ly consistent consequences among all members of the class. Classification by vehicle 
type is one grouping that can be used. Types are defined by major descriptors such 
as compact auto, delivery van, and 2-Sl semi tractor-trailer combination. Vehicles 
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of one type tend to have fairly consistent characteristics that are then represented by ,.. 
somewhat fictitious "average" vehicle having characteristics that produce a set of con
sequences average for the group. 

Another method of classification is by weight. This is usually the major vehicle 
factor in operation consequences. Classification by power-to-weight ratio tends to lump 
together those vehicles with similar performance in acceleration and grade-climbing 
ability. 

The remaining three sets of parameters-operating, driver, and traffic-are mostly 
probabilistic in nature and present a different type of problem. The most common so
lution is to assume a uniform set of circumstances and use expected or average values 
in a model. The dangers of this assumption are not always clear, and lie in the nature 
of the mathe matics r andom variables . As a s imple example of t'his purpose, a random 
variable has a 1/s probability of being 1, 2 and 3. If y is defined as the function y(x) = 
x2 then the following is true for a large sample of x: 

average, x = 1 
+ 

2 
+ 3 = 2 a 3 

- 1 + 4 + 9 - 421 average, ya - 3 - ;s 

However, y (xa) = 4 -/ 4% 

Using the average value of a distribution of an input parameter will not always result 
in a prediction of the average consequences. If the consequences vary linearly with a 
parameter, however, the average value can be used. A study by Ruiter (16) indicates 
that fuel and time consequences do vary linearly with driver characteristics as reflec
ted in average speed distributions. This implies that average driver characteristics 
cart be used without much loss in accuracy and can be considered as defined by a fun( 
tion of position along the road, traffic density, and vehicle driven. 

Several studies (6, 8, 22) indicate nonlinear variation of consequences with traffic 
density. Therefore-;- iCappears necessary to consider each traffic situation separately. 
One method is to sum the lengths of time which have the same traffic flow rate. Con
sequences are assumed to be the same for identical flows. Little has been done to in
vestigate the relationships between flow rates and consequences except to point out that 
a range of average speeds may exist at a given flow. In addition, vehicle mix in the 
flow, and in some cases the directional split, should be considered when choosing a 
situation that might be assumed to give identical consequences. 

The relationships between operating characteristics and consequences are at present 
unclear. In general, these are influences on driver behavior and are reflected in oper
ating behavior. A number of studies have been made on the effects of speed limits, 
parking, and accidents on consequences, but little can be said except for a few specific 
conclusions. 

On the basis of the foregoing independent parameters, a general vehicle operation 
consequence prediction model must be sensitive to at least all of the more important of 
them. If vertical, horizontal, and roadway characteristics can be defined as a function 
of position along the road, traffic density as a function of a time-dependent distribution, 
vehicle fleet composition as a distribution over selected representative classes, and 
drivers as a function of all three, then a set of summations of consequences can be 
made over these three categories of independent parameters . This means that by sum
ming the consequences for each vehicle class for each traffic density and composition, 
and for each different segment of a roadway, the total consequences incurred by the 
operation of all vehicles over the roadway can be estimated. This is shown in Figure 3. 
The actual order of looping depends on the precise method used for the consequence 
prediction. 
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The driver's desired driving speed free of any traffic (free speed) is a function of 
the physical features of the road, his knowledge of it, how rushed he is, his tempera
ment, how well he can control the vehicle, and probably many more subtle psychological 
factors. In addition to these, his desired actions as a function of adjacent vehicles (traf
fic factors) and his acceleration and directional desires (lane changing, turning, etc. ) 
are necessary to define his characteristicB. The usable form of driver-related param
eters is one modified by road, traffic, and operating characteristics. This form con
sists of three types of data: his desired speed, desired changes in speed, and desired 
direction. 

Predict Vehicle Capabilities-The previous step examined the driver independent of 
what the vehicle could do for him. This step examines the vehicle independent of what 
the driver can do to it, specifically, the vehicle's speed capabilities as a function of its 
previous speed; the speed changes it can undergo as a function of its speed, road and 
other resistances, and power left for acceleration; and possibly its directional capabili
ties-how fast it can change lanes or turn. 

Determine Actual Travel Possibilities-Combining driver behavior and vehicle capa
bilities modifies the driver's desires by the existing situation and imposes them upon 
the vehicle, which may or may not be capable of executing them. When the vehicle 
cannot perform as the driver desires, this of course must affect his driving desires, 
especially if it is an accident-producing situation. Also, the driver must act within 
the traffic constraints around him. He must slow down for other vehicles ahead when 
he feels it is not possible or safe to pass. 

Predict the Consequences of Vehicle Operation-Once a prediction of the vehicle's 
operation is made, the consequences of this should theoretically be predictable. Be
sides fuel, time, oil, tires, and other physical consequences, the consequences should 
ideally include some measure of those occurring to the driver such as frustration and 
discomfort. Most difficult to predict may be the more stochastic consequences such 
as accidents. Probability distributions associated with the consequences could be use-

( '111 in decision-making at higher levels of design analysis (10). 

Alternate Approaches to Implementation of the Model 

Three approaches to the problem of predicting consequences are found in the litera
ture. Each can be used in the structure suggested above. 

Tables or Graphs-This approach is used by most present methods. Tables and 
graphs are relatively quick and easy to use, and require little understanding of the be
havior of vehicle performance. Relatively few calculations are necessary for the simp
ler methods, and the convenience of use to the highway designer is unsurpassed. The 
problem this method faces is the presentation of multidimensional results in two
dimensional graphs or tables. A computer capable of handling a multidimensional 
system could conceivably handle this approach fully, except that the size of the matrix 
increases very rapidly with increased dimensions. Even with some sophisticated 
matrix-reduction techniques, the number of variables for wide application appears so 
great that an unwieldy matrix seems unavoidable. The data collection for all the ma
trix elements is also no small problem, since the data as presented are essentially em
pirical and imply making a test to obtain data for almost every element. In addition, 
revision or updating could be quite difficult, since large portions of the matrix would 
probably need adjustment. Present tabular methods consider only a very few of the im
portant factors and consequences. 

Multiple Regression of Factor Analysis Equations-All that is required to use this 
approach is to supply input values to an equation. No table searches are required, al
though the user might have to choose between several equations. Only slightly more 
computation might be necessary to obtain final results than is required in the use of 
tables. Oppenlander's experiences in predicting speed for one small class of rural 
open-country Illinois roads (12) seem to indicate an immense data collection and re
duction problem to produce acomplete set of equations. While the final result is easy 
to use, the difficulties and expense of change and data collection may be even greater 
than for the tabular approach because of the additional data analysis necessary to pre
pare the equations. 
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Structure of a Theoretical Model 

Five theoretical steps occur in 
combining the input parameters 
for the actual preduction model 
(Fig. 3). (These are only general 
steps and do not necessarily need 
to be done in this order. ) 

Define Representative Vehicles
As indicated above, consequences 
vary greatly between different types 
of vehicles and even among similar 
vehicles. This step attempts to 
obtain an accurate measure of the 
variables affecting the total conse
quences of all vehicles using the 
road. Choosing vehicle groups of 
which members can be represented 
by one particular vehicle's charac
teristics seems to be the most 
practical way. Unfortunately, the 
assumption often is that one aver
age vehicle, usually an automobile, 
or an average of a group can be 
used to predict the average conse
quences of all the vehicles. There 
is no evidence as yet to support 
this conclusion, and what can be 

Figure 3. Steps in predicting vehicle operating deduced tends to show just the or 
consequences. posite. Thus, no single or smal. 

group of two or three vehicles 
should be used in more than a very 
rough prediction. A quick example 

may help to illustrate this. Many methods tend to neglect the importance and variabili
ty of truck consequences. 

Grades under 8 percent rarely affect present American cars except in fuel and oil 
consumption. Truck consequences, on the other hand, are severely affected by grades 
of even small percents. The number of trucks and buses is increasing rather rapidly 
and now constitutes over 20 percent of all registered vehicles . Also, these vehicles, 
especially the larger ones, tend to cover more vehicle-miles per year. Larger combi
nation vehicles travel an average of 60,000 miles per year vs 10,000 miles per year for 
autos. While combinations are less than 2 percent of registered vehicles, their esti
mated operating costs are four to five times as great per mile as those of autos. Mul
tiplying cost per mile times miles per year indicates that these trucks alone incur 
about 20 percent of all highway operating costs, while other trucks incur another 25 per
cent. Considering the effects of trucks on auto traffic flow, it seems safe to say that 
over 50 percent of all operating consequences occur because of the operation of only 20 
percent of all vehicles. Considering that less than 10 percent of these trucks cause 
half of all truck consequences, the variability of consequences as a function of vehicles 
can be seen. Since even the power-to-weight ratio factor provides no more than a 
rough estimate cf t!1is e ffect, summing over many types of vehicles s ePms ne~P.,:;F;~ry. 

Define Driver Behavior-A vehicle's attempted performance on a road depends large
ly on its driver's desires and capabilities. These parameters include desired driving 
speeds, reaction to surrounding situations, and driver-vehicle interactions. Many 
studies have been performed on the driver to obtain knowledge of his performance in 
various driving situations and in the man-machine interactive system. It is not clear 
if much of the work available is usable in models for predicting vehicle-operating 
consequences. 
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Simulation or Theoretical Models-Most simulations are basically a cause and effect 
theoretical model. By establishing the relationships between consequences and the fac
tors affecting them, considerably less empirical data are necessary. The main effort 
goes into model development rather than data collection. One saving factor is that 
much usable work has already been done by vehicle manufacturers and other research
ers. Entirely new factors can usually be appended to the model just by adding the ap
propriate relationships. Additions to a model using this approach add to rather than 
multiply its size. Modifications involve only a recalibration rather than taking all new 
data. The simulation approach may be difficult to apply to subjective or nondefinable 
relationships. A rather large computational and logical effort for each problem is re
quired to produce results. New computer systems now being developed could provide 
for tremendous ease of use, if the model and programs are structured properly. 

The first two approaches are primarily empirical, the first presenting essentially 
raw measurements, the second performing an analysis of the raw data and presenting 
factored results. The last uses empirical data only to calibrate a theoretical model. 
The present state of the art would suggest that the best approach might be some combi
nation of these. 

Although highly dependent on the specifics of the model, some estimate can be made 
of the complexity of producing such a combination. Experience indicates that the com
plexity of a simulation model increases roughly in proportion to the number of factors 
included. The size of tabular models and the reduction of regression equations appear 
to increase as a higher order power or exponentially. The implications of this seem 
to be that tables or equations are better for preliminary or general analysis because 
simulations are too big or difficult. For highly detailed analysis, simulation is better. 
The difficult question is where the transition point between them lies. This will de
pend, to some extent at least, on the specific application and, most likely, it is in a con
tinual state of change as more research is done. The trend today, with a greater real
ization of the complexity of the problem and more powerful models available, is toward 

,re detailed analysis. 

THE ROADS MODEL 

The ICES-ROADS vehicle performance model results from the application of this 
investigation to the present methods of vehicle performance prediction. The model is 
designed for inclusion in the integrated computer system of civil engineering programs 
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now being developed at M. I. T. (ICES). It 
is intended to be a practical application of 
a theoretical study of the principles and 
processes of the prediction of the costs and 
consequences of vehicle operation on road
ways. It is designed for integral use in a 
highway location and design package (ROAD); 
however, considerations were made for its 
use with other ICES subsystems such as 
that for transportation planning (TRANSET). 

Basically it consists of two models that 
have been coordinated to produce better and 
more comprehensive results than either 
could alone. These are a vehicle model and 
a traffic (or driver) model. The ROADS 
model is the only currently available method 
as comprehensive that operationally com-
bines both of these (Fig. 4). For the first 
version of ROADS no new methods have been 
developed; however, a number of existing 
methods have been improved, made com
patible, and linked together. The eventual 
plan is to expand both the scope and number 
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of consequences predicted, to provide several levels of accuracy, and hence speed and 
ease of use; and to improve the methods used and develop new, more effective ones. 

The Vehicle Model 

The vehicle model is essentially an expanded version of the M. I. T. vehicle simula
tion program. The model has been recalibrated to include some of the most recent data 
available (12). Definition of representative vehicles is part of the system to the extent 
that a library of detailed vehicle data is available to the user. He may choose from 
these or define new ones. Newly defined vehicles can be added to the library and all 

Foret Aval lable to Accelerate Vehlcft • Tractive E f fart -
Rolling Reslslance - Air Resistance - Grade Resistance 

from Engine 

Force 

WIIQht 

Figure 6. Simplified free body diagram of 
vehicle and roadway. 

vehicles will be available to users by a 
short identifying name, for example, vehicle 
AVE AUTO. 

The model (Fig. 5) is basically a general 
model for internal-combustion, piston
engine powered highway vehicles, although 
it does have some restrictive inherent 
characteristics, such as only being applica
ble at present to gasoline engines. It first 
predicts the vehicle speed for the next time 
increment as a function of the previous 
speed and rate of acceleration. The resis
tance at this new velocity is computed ac
cording to Figure 6 and the power required 
is compared with that available. If require· 
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ments are too great, only that power available is used and a new acceleration and speed 
is computed. Speed is also compared to the maximum allowable speed and adjusted ac
cordingly. Next, fuel consumption is predicted on the basis of actual energy consumed 
dur'ing this time increment. This is done by obtaining from a generalized table a unit 
fuel consumption as a function of engine speed and power output. The use of only one 
table is the cause of the current restriction that engines be those of average design and 
:ompression ratio, and that they consume gasoline. By providing a choice between 
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several such tables, this restriction could 
be removed. 

Driver-Traffic Model 

A tabular driver model is used in the 
first version. Most of an average driver's 
characteristics are derived from the pro
gram user's descriptions of the road, ve
hicles, and traffic conditions . A descrip
tion of what the user thinks an average 
driver's free speed (speed with no traffic) 
would be on a particular road is necessary. 
At present there is no adequate model that 
considers enough of all the important pa
rameters producing this critical aspect of 
a driver. It is hoped that later models 
will derive this from primary data by 
either a regression or a thoretical model. 

The model presently is designed to pre
dict the general aspects of driver perfor
mance and its effects on consequences 
(Fig. 7). One is the driver's effect on 
average vehicle speed. This is done through 
generalized travel-time traffic-volume 
curves (Fig. 8). Two types of input are re
quired to use these: road description and 
traffic information. For purposes of iden
tifying separate sets of these curves, roads 
have been categorized into nine general 
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Figure 9. Roadway type identification process. 

types (Fig. 9). Roads are classed by six different descriptions which the user inputs
urban or rural, number of lanes, divided or undivided, limited or unlimited access, pas
sing or no passing, and one or two-way traffic. In addition, such factors as lane width 
and side restrictions are converted to volume adjustment factors. Free speed input by 
the user will also be adjusted because the time-volume curves are for the ideal case of 
wide lanes and no side restrictions. To use these in more restrictive cases, the input 
free speed needs to be adjusted upward. 

The second input for the time-volume curves is traffic information This includes 
not only volumes but also the vehicle mix and number of hours of each volume. The 
user may input total volume and percent of each type of vehicle or he may input each 
vehicle by name and its volume. All remaining volume will be assigned to a vehicle previ
ously designated to be assumed. Traffic volumes are adjusted for different types of vehicles 
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because the time-volume curves used are for equivalent units of automobiles only. A 
truck is given a car-equivalent factor based on the difference between its speed and that 
of a car on a particular portion of a road . This will be used to simulate such traffic 
clogging effects as slow trucks on long steep grades where cars could go much faster , 
except for the trucks. 

The Combined Model 

To understand better just how the various types of vehicles have varying effects on 
traffic flow as a whole and consequent average travel time, we can examine what might 
be considered the interactive or modified traffic model (Fig. 10). Vehicles, for a par
ticular volume level and por tion of the road, are ordered by their weight-to-power 
ratios . The lowest-powered vehicles are simulated first (those with the highest weight/ 
power). The car equivalence factor is computed by comparing the speed of this vehicle 
to what an auto could do if all the traffic were automobiles . The critical assumption is 
that the lower-powered vehicles receive no additional interference from higher-powered 
ones other than the fact that they are there. They will not be slowed down because of 
higher-powered vehicles' inability to move fas~er . Driver characteristics are input 
with the road description as free speeds. Other aspects of driver characteristics are 
implicit in the model. 

Input of the vertical and horizontal alignment is the same as for the highway location 
and design model; in fact, the user may reference alignment already specified for that 
model. The input form will be the same as for COGO, another subsystem of ICES and 
a widely known command language used in solving civil engineering geometric problems. 

Initial values for vehicle speeds, vehicle car equivalences, and adjusted volumes are 
estimated on the basis of previous performance or some expected value, and then cor
rected later when necessary. Station limits are set from the limits of traffic volume 
data. This will normally be a greater distance than if station limits were set for 
f'.hanges in roadway data. This allows a longer simulation before resetting the model 

( r a new vehicle . Between each set of traffic station limits all traffic volumes will be 
simulated for each vehicle at that volume level, starting with the lowest-powered ve
hicle . The controlling speed for each vehicle will be obtained from the time-volume 
curves after the volume has been adjusted for the slow vehicles and roadway width re
strictions; the vehicle model will then attempt to operate the vehicle at this speed, pre
dicting overall time and fuel consumption. 

The time prediction should at this point be correct; however, neither the vehicle nor 
the driver model has accounted for the increase in fuel resulting from the driver's 
oscillating around the average speed because of variations in traffic flow. Very little 
can be found in the literature to account for this. However, one set of tables (22) pre
sents operating costs as a function of attempted and actual speeds. Therefore-;-"If fuel 
consumption is adjusted by the ratio of these two costs at the free and average speeds 
for the road section under consideration, the resultant consumption should more ac
curately reflect the effects of the traffic-caused variations in speed. 

The final results can be prepared as tables or plots of consequences vs volume, ve
hicle, projection year, or stationing, or various combinations of these, depending on the 
user's choice. Consequences can be priced at unit costs if the user specifically re
quests this. 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The primary conclusions drawn from this research are as follows: 

l. The process of predicting vehicle operation consequences should be given strong
er consideration in the total economic analysis process of highway planning and design. 
Evaluation of the predicted consequences should be considered as a separate step. 

2. Five basic steps can be identified in the prediction of vehicle operating conse
quences. These are independent of the specific method of analysis and are included, 
either explicitly or implicitly, in all existing complete methods. The five steps are 
(a) definition of representative vehicles,(b) prediction of driver behavior for each ve-c· '.cle and segment of roadway, (c) prediction of vehicle performance capabilities, (d) 
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determination of actual travel possibilities for each traffic volume, and (e) prediction 
of the consequence s of vehicle operation for each vehicle, each road segment, and each 
traffic volume level. 

3. Input parameters to prediction models can be classified as being either determi
nistic or probabilistic. Vehicle and alignment characteristics are deterministic in their 
influence, while driver, traffic, operating, and roadway characteristics are generally 
probabilistic. Average values can be used for most input variables; however, some ve
hicle, traffic, and roadway characteristics should be considered in more detail for pre
dictions in specific situations. 

4. The framework described in this paper can be used to help determine the pri
ority of future research objectives and structure for predicting the consequences of ve
hicle operation. Research should be tailored for the intended use of the model and em
phasis should be placed on those of the above five steps that are presently weakest. Research 
should be planned to fit into the above framework and to interface with other models and 
components. For example, much useful work in predicting vehicle performance capa
bilities and operating consequences is available for use in a detailed, accurate model. 
Each of the other areas currently requires additional research. Also, the work must 
be coordinated more effectively so it can be used together. 

5. Existing methods of predicting vehicle-operating consequences or user costs 
follow the basic framework derived in this paper. Many simplified models have been 
developed for easy reference and use by highway designers, planners, and others not 
expected to be experts in the field of predicting vehicle operation. Recent advances in 
computer technology can now make more advanced research available to these users. 
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